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Town Warrant.
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING, MARCH 27, 1905
WARRANT.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Middlesex, ss.
To either of the Constables of the Town of Wayland in said County,
Greeting
:
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are
required to notify and warn the inhabitants of said town qualified
to vote in Town elections and in Town affairs to meet at the Town
Hall on Monday, March 27, 1905, at 6 o'clock in the forenoon,
there and then to act on the following articles, viz : —
Article 1. To choose a Moderator.
Art. 2. To choose a Town Clerk, Treasurer, Collector of
Taxes, Auditor, Highway Surveyor, three Selectmen, Treasurer of
the Library Funds, Tree Warden, seven Constables, a Moderator,
all for one year ; one Member of School Committee, one Sinking
Fund Commissioner, one Assessor, one Water Commissioner, one
I
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Overseer of the Poor, two Trustees of the Public Library, one Mem-
ber of the Board of Health, all for three years. Also to answer
the following question : '* Shall licenses for the sale of intoxicating
liquors be granted in the Town of Wayland for the year ensuing ? "
Names of candidates for the offices aforesaid, and the said ques-
tion must appear upon the official ballot, and be voted for in accord-
ance with chapter 11 of the Revised Laws of Massachusetts. For
the purposes specified in this article, the polls will be opened imme-
diately after the election of a Moderator, and will remain open
continuously till 1.30 P. M., when they may be closed.
Art. 3. To choose all other necessary Town Officers, Agents,
and Committees, and hear reports of Town Officers, Trustees,
Agents and Committees, and act thereon.
Art. 4. To grant money for any and all necessary Town pur-
poses, and order the same to be assessed, or do or act.
Art. 5. To authorize the Selectmen to consult counsel on im-
portant Town cases.
Art. 6. To see if the Town will accept the list of jurors as
prepared by the Selectmen, or do or act.
Art. 7. To appropriate the money received from the County
Treasurer for dog licenses.
Art. 8. To see if the Town will authorize its Treasurer to bor-
row money temporarily in anticipation of taxes for the municipal
year ending February 28, 1906, and if so, how much.
Art. 9. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
make a contract with the Edison Illuminating Company for lighting
the streets of Cochituate for a term of five years, or do or act.
Art. 10. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
install four additional street lights in Cochituate, or do or act.
Art. 11. To see if the Town will accept the provisions of Sec-
tions 21, 22 and 23, of Chapter 78 of the Revised Laws, providing
for the election of Cemetery Commissioners, or do or act.
Art. 12. To see if the Town will grant a sum of money for the
purpose of providing for the disposal of the surface water on Shaw-
mut Avenue, in seasons of freshet, or take any action in relation
thereto.
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Art. 13. To see if the Town will instruct the Selectmen to re-
quire the Natick and Cochituate Street Railway Company to cause
its tracks on West Plain Street to conform to the grade of the
Street, and to put in suitable gutters, or drains, to. take off the
surface water, or do or act.
Art. 14. To see if the Town will vote to build a School house
in Cochituate Village, and appoint a Committee to procure plans
and estimates of the cost of constructing said School house, or do
or act anything relative thereto.
Art. is. To see if the Town will grant a sum of money to re-
pair or rebuild Sherman's bridge (so-called) , or do or act.
Art. 16. To see if the Town will grant a sum of money to re-
pair Glen Street, or do or act.
Art. 17. To see if the Town will vote to install a heating ap-
paratus in the Almshouse, grant money therefor, or do or act.
Art. 18. To see if the Town will accept the sum of three hun-
dred dollars from the estate of Edward L. Moore to be safely in-
vested, the income to be used for the care and improvement of the
Lot and Monument of David Moore, in West [North] Cemetery.
Art. 19. To see if the Town will accept a bequest under the
will of Abby M. Heard, deceased, late of Wayland.
And you are required to serve this warrant by posting a copy
thereof attested by you at each of the Post Of&ces, and at the
Town House, in said Town, seven days at least before the appointed
time for holding said meeting. Hereof fail not, and make due re-
turn of this warrant, with your doings thereon, to the Town Clerk,
on or before Saturday, March 25, current.
Given under our hands this tenth day of March in the year of
our Lord, one thousand nine hundred and five.
ALBION F. PARMENTER,
WILLIAM S. LOVELL,
ALFRED T. DEAN,
Selectmen of Wayland.
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Town Officers and Committees.
TOWN OFFICERS AND COMMITTEES
CLERK
TiRM Expires
DANIEL BRACKETT 1905
TREASURER
FRANK E. YEAGER 1905
COLLECTOR
FRED. P. DRAPER 1905
AUDITOR
CHARLES F. WHITTIER 1905
TREASURER OF LIBRARY FUNDS
FRANCIS SHAW 1905
SELECTMEN
ALBION F. PARMENTER 1905
WILLIAM S. LOVELL 1905
ALFRED T. DEAN 1905
OVERSEERS OF POOR
THEODORE S. SHERMAN 1907
DANIEL W. RICKER . . . . . . 1906
DAVID P. W. LOKER 1905
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
ISAAC DAMON • 1905
EDWARD M. BENNETT 1906
HARRY E. CARSON 1907
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ASSESSORS
NATHANIEL R. GERALD 1905
ALFRED A. CARTER 1906
DANIEL BRACKETT 1907
WATER COMMISSIONERS
WILLIAM M. FULLICK 1906
HENRY G. DUDLEY 1905
ALFRED T. DEAN 1907
TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LIBRARY
ARTHUR G. BENNETT 1907
ALFRED A. CARTER 1907
FRANCIS SHAW 1905
ALFRED W. CUTTING 1905
LESTER R. GERALD 1906
CHARLES F. RICHARDSON 1906
TRUSTEES OF ALLEN FUND
ISAAC DAMON 1905
GEORGE B. HOWE 1905
ELIJAH H. ATWOOD 1905
TREE WARDEN
RANDALL W. PORTER 1905
SURVEYOR OF HIGHWAYS
MICHAEL W. HYNES 1905
SINKING FUND COMMISSIONERS
CHESTER B. WILLIAMS 1905
WALTER B. HENDERSON 1907
JOHN CONNELLY 1906
BOARD OF HEALTH
MARSHALL C. BALDWIN 1905
WILLARD C. HUNTING 1907
THOMAS BRYANT 1906
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FENCE VIEWERS
SELECTMEN 1905
FIELD DRIVERS
NO ELECTION
MEASURERS OF WOOD AND BARK
WILLIAM S. LOVELL 1905
GEORGE B. HOWE 1905
SURVEYORS OF LUMBER
FRANK HAYNES 1905
WILLIAM M. FULLICK 1905
SUPERINTENDENTS OF CEMETERIES
ANDREW S. MORSE 1905
WILSON R. PORTER 1905
MEMORIAL DAY COMMITTEE
CHARLES H. MAY
L. K. LOVELL
D. W. RICKER
CONSTABLES
JEAN B. CHARBUNNEAU 1905
ERNEST F. LAWRENCE ...... 1905
JOHN E. LINNEHAN 1905
FRANK X. QUINN 1905
JOHN MALLOY 1905
JOSEPH DELANEY -1905
CHARLES M. MAGORTY 1905
COMMITTEE TO CONSIDER THE MATTER OF
INVESTING THE TRUST FUNDS
JOHN CONNELLY
WALTER B. HENDERSON
L. K. LOVELL
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Appointed by Selectmen
SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
DANIEL BRACKETT
FINANCE COMMITTEE
L. K. LOVELL ........ 1905
PAUL T. DRAPER ....... 1905
D. D. GRIFFIN 1905
E. A. ATWOOD ....... 1905
C. S. WILLIAMS 1905
ENGINEERS OF FIRE DEPARTMENT
EDWIN W. MARSTON
CHARLES E. COAKLEY
FRANK J. BIGWOOD
REGISTRARS OF VOTERS
THEODORE L. SAWIN 1906
FRANK HAYNES 1905
EZRA G. LEMAY 1907
DANIEL BRACKETT, ex-officio 1905
PUBLIC WEIGHERS
L. K. LOVELL
N. R. GERALD
Appointed by Water Commissioners
SUPERINTENDENT OF WATER WORKS
HENRY G. DUDLEY
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REPOKT OF SELECTMEN.
Watland, February 28, 1905.
We have made the following appointments as required by law
:
Engineers of Fire Department. Edwin W. Marston, Charles
E. Coakley, Frank J. Bigwood.
Inspector of Animals. Thomas Bryant, V. S.
Registrar of Voters. Ezra G. Lemay.
Auctioneers. George E. Sherman, Jacob Reeves, Alfred A.
Carter.
Public Weighers. Albert L. Adams, Nathaniel R. Gerald,
Lorenzo K. Lovell, Ernest L. Grigson.
Burial Agent for Indigent Soldiers. Damon L. Veasey.
Janitor of Hall. John E. Linnehan.
Sealer of Weights and Measures. Daniel Brackett.
Special Police Officers. M. W. Hynes, I. W. Currier, A. B.
Neal, Ralph Neal, A. S. Carson, A. A. Norris, James Linnehan,
E. F. Lawrence, John E. Linnehan, W. R. Place, Robert Lament.
For July 4th to 6th, P. D. Gorman, F. X. Lupien, B. M. Bailey.
Election Officers. Precinct 1 . Warden, E. F. Lee
; Clerk,
William Stearns ; Inspectors, H. W. Parmenter, J. I. Bryden, C. H.
Richardson, C. E. Quinn. Precinct 2. Warden, L. R. Gerald;
Clerk, D. D. Griffin
;
Inspectors, A. A. Lamarine, William La-
coutre, F. P. Hannon, Bryant M. Bailey.
On June 25 the Town Farm barn was struck by lightning and
damaged fifty dollars. The damage was repaired by Frank Haynes
and paid for by the Insurance Company.
The contract for heating the Town Hall was awarded Fiske &
Company, Natick. The work is not yet completed.
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The town lines have been perambulated between Weston and
Wayland, the bound stones located and in good condition.
We recommend five additional street lights for Cochituate village.
Also we recommend making a five-year contract with the Edison
Electric Illuminating Company of Boston for street lighting.
We have complied with the order of the District Police and have
had a suitable fire escape placed at the rear of the Town Hall.
ALBION F. PARMENTER,
WILLIAM S. LOVELL,
ALFRED T. DEAN,
Selectmen of Wayland.
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INCIDENTALS.
1904.
March 30. Appropriation . . . $2,000 00
Overdraft .... 3 86
1905.
Feb. 28. Expenditures .... $2,003 86
$2,003 86 $2,003 86
1904.
April 2. E. F. Lawrence, police service $30 00
2. American Express Co., ex-
press ..... $2 50
2. S. Russell, sawdust for Town
Hall 2 10
2. J. W. Parmenter, wood for
Town Hall .... 15 00
2. F. W. Meserve, labor on elec-
tric light fixtures . 10 00
2. M. T. Hall, printing Assessors'
notices .... 3 25
2. F. X. Lupien, delivering Town
Reports .... 5 00
2. Daniel Brackett, sealing milk
jars 9 72
2. Edward F. Lemoine, services at
polls ..... 2 50
2. J. Frank Facey, printing Town
Reports, jury lists, tax no-
tices, envelopes and warrants 205 40
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May 7. R. W. Porter, trimming trees . $45 IS
7. E. F. Lawrence, police service 27 50
7. Wright & Sons, lock for town
scales, Gerald'' . . 75
7. A. E. Adams, coal for Town
Hall 2 00
7. F. C. Moore, labor, cleaning
Town Hall .... 9 00
7. Thomas Groom & Co., voting
lists 28 00
7. A. F. Parmenter, postage, car
fares and telephoning . . 5 77
7. J. E. Linnehan, janitor, deliver-
ing Town Reports, police ser-
vice, extra labor and care of
fires nights at Town Hall . 87 90
June 4. E. F. Lawrence, police service 25 00
4. A. Allen, rebuilding gutter . 7 50
4. C. M. Magorty, police service 3 39
4. J. E. Linnehan, police service,
extra labor and cleaning win-
dows at Town Hall . . 16 02
July 2. L. K. Lovell, supplies for Town
Hall 8 00
2. CM. Magorty, police service 3 45
2. E. F. Lawrence, police service 32 00
2. T. W. Frost, labor and mate-
rial. Town Hall floors . . 27 40
2. A. J. Ricker, care of clock, M.
E. Church .... 20 00
2. T. W. Frost, painting Town
Hall 31 13
Aug. 6. Weston Electric Light Co., elec-
tric lights. Town Hall . . 19 90
6. A. S. Morse, posting warrants 2 00
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Aug. 6. Daniel Brackett, professional
services, postage and sealing
milk jars ....
c0. IN . K. Lreraia, team tor Asses-
sors ..... lU UU
0. u. r. wniiiier, postage 1 40
0. E. F. Lawrence, police service 27 50
6. C. M. Magorty, police, service . 3 00
r. A. j_iupicn, ponce service o UU
0. P. D. Gorman, police service . 3 00
O
.
B. M. Bailey, police service o UU
c0. Lyman Rhodes Press, tax bills
and envelopes 8 00
0. J. E. Linnehan, janitor and po-
lice service .... 26 25
0. Security bare Deposit Lo., sate
in vault, Sinking Fund Com-
missioners .... 10 00
0. Thomas Bryant, team. Asses-
sors ..... 2 00
0. Wilson Porter, trimming trees . 39 53
0. Frank Haynes, repairs. Town
xiail ..... 33 05
0. Hannah Mullen, postage for
Collector .... 17 00
0. J. P. Delaney, police service . 6 00
/:0. Thomas L. Hynes, cleaning
vault and labor . 7 20
3. Frank Haynes, labor and mate-
rial, repairing safe 19 32
3. C. M. Magorty, police service 2 25
3. F. E. Yeager, insurance . 220 00
3. E. E. Butler, insurance . 200 00
3. E. F. Lawrence, police service . 29 00
1. E. F. Lawrence, police service . 27 00
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1. C. A. Draper, copying valua-
tions on tax bills . $15 00
1. Mitchell Mfg. Co., rubber
stamp (Treasurer) 50
1. C. M. Magorty, police service . 3 50
5. Wilson Porter, trimming trees 2 00
5. E. F. Lawrence, police service
and collecting dog taxes 'J'7 Cf\
5. Weston xLilectric Liignt Co.,
electric iignts, iown xlaJl Zl oU
5. Thomas Groom & Co., account
books and poll tax lists on
5. J. E. Linnehan, janitor, police
service, printing and posting
state warrants and collecting
dog taxes .... 4o UU
3. E. F. Lawrence, police service
and conveying ballot box 51 enol jU
3. J. E. Linnehan, labor on railing
and police service 0 UU
3. Thomas Bryant, teams, *'0f-
r» -» ir 11 i "inv 1_ >J
ficers Malloy and Delaney 2 00
3. J. Delaney, police duty and con-
veying ballot box . 0 UU
3. American Express Co., express-
ing 1 1 c1 15
T XT' T ^ —.11 »..«.M.1I^M ^T^ _ , _
„
L. K. Lovell, supplies, iown
TT 1
1
Hall ..... 0 05
3. J. F. Malloy, police service 7 00
o. Uoillld. lJlclUK.CtL, pi Ul-CSoJLUllcli
services, expenses, lwcivc
document boxes and sealing
milk jars .... 77 45
3. Andrew Allen, part payment con-
crete walk, Shawmut avenue 105 15
3. CM. Magorty, police service . 4 26
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1905.
7. A. hj. Adams, luel, iown xlall UU
7. E. F. Lawrence, police service . O A Cf\DKJ
7. D. ir. W. Loker, return or
deaths .... 2 00
7. i. Lyroom oi L/O. (lUvj copies
voting lists .... on nnZU UU
7. F. E. Yeager, insurance . Zd 00
4. Weston iiiiectric L<ignt uo.,
electric lights, Town Hall 1 A AHiO 4U
4. G. F. Marston, insurance on
clock ..... 0 40
4. E. F. Lawrence, police duty 22 50
4. J. E. Linnehan, janitor and sup-
plies ..... 19 00
4. Daniel Brackett, sealing milk
jars ..... 8 64
4. J. u. raige & L/O., surety bond,
treasurer Sinking Fund Com-
missioners .... 1 n nniU UU
28. C. M. Magorty, police service . 2 85
28. E. F. Lawrence, police service 27 45
28. J. A. D. Jacques, return of
births ..... 2 50
28. Natick Review, printing . 8 00
28. J. M. McKay, iron bolts and
bars, lockup 3 25
ALBION F. PARMENTER,
WILLIAM S. LOVELL,
ALFRED T. DEAN,
Selectmen of Wayland.
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LIST OF JURORS
AS PREPARED BY THE SELECTMEN FOR 1905.
Elijah H. Atwood
Eugene M. Bull
James I. Bryden
Marshall C. Baldwin
Harry E. Carson
Charles E. Coakley
Alfred A. Carter
Fred. P. Draper
Samuel S. Davidson
Henry G. Dudley
Charles I. Dufresne
Walter F. Evans
Daniel D. Grif&n
Ferdinand K. Hunt
Thomas L. Hynes
Jesse W. Jennison
Jeremiah Lyons
Henry F. Lee
Ernest F. Lawrence
Timothy Linnehan
Thomas F. Maynard
Edwin W. Marston
James McNeil
Andrew A. Norris
Patrick Nolan
Felix Noel
Josiah W. Parmenter
Wilson C. Rich
George E. Sherman
Theodore S. Sherman
ALBION F. PARMENTER,
WILLIAM S. LOVELL,
ALFRED T. DEAN,
Selectmen of Wayland.
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REPORT OF TOWN CLERK.
Wayland, December 31, 1904.
BIRTHS
Registered during the year, thirty, being three less than last year.
Males 9
Females 21
Born of native parents . . . . . 14
'
Born of foreign parents ..... 4
Born of native and foreign parents ... 12
MARRIAGES
Registered during the year, twenty-two, being the same as last year.
Native birth of both parties .... 14
Native birth of one and foreign of other . . 8
First marriage of both parties .... 20
First of one and second of other ... 1
DEATHS
Registered during the year, twenty-one, being one more than last
year.
Married 11
Widowed 4
Single ........ 6
Native birth 17
Foreign birth 4
Males ........ 14
Females ', 7
Town of Wayland.
Names of persons deceased during the year who were more than
seventy years old.
Years Months Days
Thomas Maynard . . . . 77
Mary Lucy Rice .... 80
William Hammond .... 79 2 5
Jason Mixter Pierce ... 75 9 20
Harriet White . . . . 85 10
Nosological Table.
Apoplexy 2
Pneumonia 3
Heart disease 3
Consumption . . . . . . - 5
Grippe 1
Cysticis ........ 1
Whooping cough 1
Cancer .2
Myelitis ........ 1
Stillborn 2
DOGS LICENSED.
125 males at $2.00 $250 00
32 females at $5.00 160 00
Kennel 50 00
$460 00
158 licenses at $.20 (Clerk's fees) ... $31 60
$428 40
$62.40 of which belongs to next year's County account.
VOTERS REGISTERED NOVEMBER 8, 1904.
Precinct 1 194
Precinct 2 357
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Ballots cast, Precinct 1 . . . . .173
Ballots cast, Precinct 2 329
Number of women voters 130
Number of women voting March 28, 1904 • . . 104
VOTE FOR GOVERNOR.
Bates 212
Douglas 251
Adams 12
Cobb . . • 0
Berry 4
VOTE FOR SENATOR.
Hunter, Precinct 1, 91 ; Precinct 2, 155 . . 246
Jenney, Precinct 1, 45 ; Precinct 2, 86 . . 131
Neal, Precinct 1, 1 ; Precinct 2, 19 . . 20
VOTE FOR REPRESENTATIVE.
Brigham Gleason Mitchell Parmenter Blanks
Marlboro 1,578 1,057 1,664 755 718
Sudbury 18 157 19 177 65
Wayland, Precinct 1 52 52 46 121 251
Precinct 2 110 111 115 152
1,758 1,377 1,838 1,205 1,034
DANIEL BRACKETT,
Town Clerk.
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REPORT OF THE OVERSEERS OF THE POOR
FOR THE YEAR ENDING FEBRUARY 28, 1905.
The Almshouse has been in charge of Mr. George E. Bezanson
and wife, and they have given entire satisfaction.
OuT-DOOR Poor, Partial Support.
Number of persons aided .... 46
In-door Poor, Full Support.
Almshouse. Francis Weber, age 63.
C. W. Dascomb, age 73.
G. A. Chalmers, age 86.
Louise Cotton, age 73.
Clair Anderson, age 72.
Number of Tramps.... 262
Meals Furnished .... 196
Financial Statement.
March. Appropriation . . . $2,000 00
12. Received from town of Medway 23 52
Feb. 7. Received from town of Southboro 319 78
$2,343 30
Receipts at Almshouse.
Sale of Butter $13 24
Pork 16 50
Eggs 11 75
Potatoes 20 76
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Sale of Pigs .
Vegetables
Fowls
Hay .
Pasturing
$13 00
90 72
14 81
60 16
24 00
$264 94
Total receipts
March 1, 1905, Overdraft
$2,608 24
89 40
Total $2,697 64
Expenditures at Almshouse.
Paid Warden's salary .
Groceries
Provisions
Grain .
Coal and wood
Medical attendance
Pasturing
Ice
Blacksmithing
Boots and shoes ,
Lumber
Paper hanging
Apples
Clothing and furnishings
Fish .
Labor .
Hardware
Grass .
Seed .
Miscellaneous
$375 00
203 06
82 10
214 08
55 88
30 43
40 00
14 55
10 80
8 50
5 65
5 25
5 00
42 02
10 62
41 25
9 27
20 00
12 25
10 75
$1,196 46
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Expenditures, Out-door Poor.
Having a settlement in Wayland and residing elsewhere.
Rose Normandy, Worcester.
City Hospital .... $12 00
Eusabe Benoit, West Springfield.
Provisions .... 33 56
William H. Mullen, Boston.
Provisions 11 50
Josephine Cormier, Marlboro.
Provisions 4 00
Albert Randolph, Natick.
Provisions ..... 7 50
Henry Benoit, Springfield.
Provisions 137 70
Medical attendance . . . 7 10
Clothing 17 10
Fuel 38 43
Mrs. L. Roberts, North Brookfield.
Groceries
Coal and wood
Clothing
123 17
22 20
21 20
$200 33
$166 57
5435 46
Having a settlement in other towns and residing in Wayland.
Hawkins family, Southboro.
Rent $60 10
Coal and wood
Groceries
Medical attendance
Morse family, Southboro.
Milk .
Groceries
Boots and shoes .
Medical attendance
14 50
77 64
3 00
22 02
34 00
12 SO
3 05
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Morse family, Southboro.
Provisions .
Coal and wood
Alonzo Fedy, Maine.
Board .
A Tramp, unknown.
Waltham Hospital
$89 14
5 03
2 25
31 00
Having a settlement in Wayland and residing there.
John Chenette.
Provisions .
Milk .
Rent .
Coal and wood
Boots and shoes .
Medical attendance
Groceries
John B. Mcllroy.
Provisions .
Ann Painter.
Board .
Medical attendance
Henry Cormier.
Groceries
Provisions .
Charles Newton.
Morse Hospital
Burial expenses
Newton Children.
Board .
Dennis McDonald
Board .
Travelling expenses in settlement
of cases .....
$77 25
44 94
60 00
38 10
14 20
25 10
130 46
4 90
56 60
2 00
64 37
92 86
5 20
18 00
20 00
44 00
$354 23
Total expenditures
$697 98
13 51
$2,697 64
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AT A T A/rCP'OTTCK'
Keal iiiState ..... ^Z,dUU UU
Personal Estate.
One horse .... a)iUU UU
Two cows .... 75 00
Three heifers oz.UU
Two pigs .... 0 00
Sixty hens .... 45 00
One mowing machine iU 00
One double harness iU UU
One express harness Z\J 00
• Two plows .... 1 ^ nn
Three harrows o UU
One market wagon oO 00
One hay wagon on nnZU UU
One sled .... 1 nn10 UU
One hayrake 2 nno UU
One tip cart 1 n nnlU UU
Ten cords of manure ^0 nn»>U UU
Seven tons of hay 1 An nni*fU UU
One sleigh .... 3n nnoU UU
Two horse blankets 7 nn/ UU
Seventy-five bushels potatoes OO UU
Vegetables ....
>7 nn7 00
Three hundred pounds pork . 30 00
One milk cooler . 3 00
Small tools. 50 00
Twenty-five pounds butter 7 50
House furnishings 280 00
$3,561 50
An appropriation of $2,500 is asked for the ensuing year.
Respectfully submitted,
THEODORE S. SHERMAN,
DANIEL W. RICKER,
DAVID P. W. LOKER,
Overseers of the Poor.
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ASSESSORS^ REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDING FEBRUARY 28, 1905.
Valuation of Real Estate May 1, 1904
Personal Estate May 1, 1904
Total Valuation
Total valuation of Real Estate May 1, 1903
Valuation of Personal Estate May 1, 1903
Increase .....
Taxes assessed for Town purposes
State tax
State tax, Sudbury river
State tax, highway
County tax ....
Overlayings
Additional assessments
Excise tax ....
Number of Polls assessed, 1904
Number of Polls assessed, 1903
Whole number of persons assessed .
Number of residents assessed on property .
Number of non-residents assessed on prop-
erty ......
Total number assessed on property .
640
642
969
418
157
575
$1,474,125 00
440,486 00
$1,914,611 00
$1,442,725 00
319,144 00
$1,761,869 00
$152,742 00
24,673 23
1,450 00
516 43
113 65
1,960 28
93 52
48 23
442 43
$29,297 77
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Total value of land . . .
Total value of buildings .
Value of church property-
Value of town property-
Number of horses assessed
Number of cows assessed
Number of neat cattle other than cows
Number of swine
Number of fowls
Number of dwelling houses
Number of acres of land .
Rate of taxation, 1904
Rate of taxation, 1903
363
711
86
451
1,675
455
9,295
$608,525 00
864,900 00
28,940 00
115,350 00
$14 40
15 80
For the year 1898
For the year 1899
For the year 1901
For the year 1902
For the year 1903
For the year 1904
Taxes Abated.
Taxes Assessed Additional
For the year 1904
Taxes reassessed
$94 06
114 70
9 30
9 12
78 21
88 60
$48 23
$277 85
NATHANIEL R. GERALD,
ALFRED A. CARTER,
DANIEL BRACKETT,
Assessors.
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Report of Trustees of Public Library.
REPORT OF TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LIBRARY.
During the year the Trustees have acknowledged the gifts to the
Library of one hundred and forty-eight volumes from individuals.
From Mrs. William F. Matchett the Library has received the cabi-
net in which has been placed the collection of ancient and historical
books and manuscripts. These are mainly the gifts of citizens in
past years, and in this collection the Library has a nucleus which
the Trustees hope may be enlarged. With the present facilities
for the safe preservation and display of books and documents his-
torically valuable, the Trustees hope that others which are now
perhaps more precariously preserved in private houses, may be
added to the collection by gift or loan.
At the annual examination all books in the catalogue were ac-
counted for.
The sum appropriated at the last Annual Town Meeting for re-
pairs on the Library Building has been carefully expended. The
decayed wood-work in the basement has been replaced, the floors of
the entire building have been oiled, and repairs to plumbing made.
In addition to this iron gratings have been placed on several of the
basement windows in order that they may be safely opened for
ventilation, which, with open blinds placed in the circular gabled
windows, it is hoped will insure a freer circulation of air through-
out the building.
To increase the use of the Library by the townspeople is an end
to which the Trustees would strive. On the initiative of Mr. Joseph
T. Corlew, Superintendent of Schools, an effort toward this has
been made by the co-operation of the schools. A committee of the
teachers has been appointed by the Superintendent to act in con-
junction with the Trustees in the selection of books purchased for
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juvenile reading ; and a catalogue of this department is held by the
teachers. It is proposed that they require the reading of books
suggested by them as a part of the school-work, and that reports
as to the results, as shown by compositions and discussions on
books read, shall be furnished by the teachers to the Trustees.
In addition to the obvious benefits to be obtained by this in the
school work, an important result aimed at is the teaching of the
rising generation to use the Public Library of their Town, to acquire
the habit of doing this, and to familiarize them with its privileges.
In order to accommodate the school children the Trustees have
caused the Library to be opened on Wednesdays at two o'clock in-
stead of three o'clock as heretofore.
The Trustees would strongly recommend an appropriation by the
Town for the establishment of a Reading Room at Cochituate with
an attendant.
The Annual Report of the Librarian is submitted herewith.
ARTHUR G. BURNETT, Chairman,
ALFRED W. CUTTING, Secretary.
FRANCIS SHAW,
LESTER R. GERALD,
ALFRED A. CARTER,
CHARLES F. RICHARDSON,
Trustees.
Librarian's Report.
LIBEAEIAN'S EBPORT.
To the Trustees of the Public Library :
The Librarian submits the following report for the year ending
i/cuiUcixy \.y\jo»
Number of volumes—classified :
Fiction ..... 3,522
Biography .... 1,020
General subjects 7,734
Total ....
Unclassified : .... 2,816
Total ....
Number purchased .... 381
Number presented .... 166
Number rebound .... 51
Number replaced .... 5
Total number taken out during the year 8,334
Number taken out through Cochituate
office ...... 1,844
Number destroyed .... 8
Number of cards in use 584
12,276
2,816
15,092
The following periodicals are to be regularly found in the read-
ing room: Harper's, Scribner's, Munsey, St. Nicholas, Atlantic,
Review of Reviews, Bookman, Century, Ladies' Home Journal,
Rhodora, Saturday Evening Post, Collier's, Youth's Companion,
Woman's Journal, Our Dumb Animals, Cochituate Enterprise,
Cochituate Review.
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Classes of Reading by Per Cent.
Fiction 77.6 History 5.1
Sociology .9 Biography 3.8
General Works 5.1 Science 1.8
Art 2.1 Literature 2.9
Religion .6 Philosophy .1
MARGARET E. WHEELER,
Librarian,
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ACCESSIONS.
Philosophy.
133-H83 History of Magic. 2 vols. William Howitt.
173-SAS Little Kingdom of Home. Margaret E. Sangster.
136-H83 Mental Health for the Children of To-Morrow.
D. E. Howe.
150-J23T Talks to Teachers on Psychology. William James.
104-R81W World and the Individual. 2 vols. Josiah Royce.
Religion.
210-AB2 Great Companion. Lyman Abbott.
220-SM9 How we got our Bible. J. Patterson Smyth.
252-V28 Joy and Power. Henry Van Dyke.
230-OS5 Science and Immortality. William Osier.
252-B79SE Seeking Life and Other Sermons. Phillips Brooks.
204-C88 Understanding Heart. S. M. Crothers.
Sociology.
340-W46 Art of Cross-Examination. Francis L. Wellman.
370-H38 Education and the Larger Life. C. H. Henderson.
371-M22 Elements of General Method. C. A. McMurry.
327-C67 Greater America. A. R. Colquhoun.
372-B95 Literary Landmarks. Mary E. Burt.
371-M22M Method of the Recitation. C. A. McMurry.
301-SHl Neighbor, The. N. S. Shaler.
342-C59 Presidential Problems. Grover Cleveland.
378-B76R Routine and Ideals. L. B. R. Briggs.
373-ADl Some Famous American Schools. 0. F. Adams
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371-M22S Special Method in the Reading of English Classics.
C. A. McMurry.
371-P14 Theory and Practice of Teaching. D. P. Page.
357-EW3 Third Massachusetts Cavalry in the War for the
Union. James K. Ewer.
391-EA7T Two Centuries of Costume in America. 2 vols.
Alice M. Earle.
332-C74 Wall Street and the Country. Charles A. Conant.
304-H13 - We the People." E. E. Hale.
324-W62 Why Women do not want the Ballot. 2 vols.
Science.
582-M16 Getting Acquainted with the Trees. J. Horace
McFarland.
590-ST2 Kittiwake of the Great Hills. C. F. Stansbury.
523-W15 Man's Place in the Universe. A. R. Wallace.
533-SA5 My Air-Ships. Alberto Santos-Dumont.
S87-EA7 New England Ferns and their Common Allies.
Helen Eastman.
500-W67 Next to the Ground : Chronicles of a Country-side.
Martha M. Williams.
598-SC08 Story of a Bird Lover. W. E. D. Scott.
590-B65 Training of Wild Animals. Frank C. Bostock.
Useful Arts.
672-B76 Inside History of the Carnegie Steel Company.
J. H. Bridge.
636-M26 Our Friend, the Dog. Maurice Maeterlinck.
608-D75 Stories of Inventors. Russell Doubleday.
654-ST7 Story of Wireless Telegraphy. A. T. Story.
641-L63W What To Have for Luncheon. Mary J. Lincoln.
Fine Arts.
750-W58 Art of J. McNeill Whistler. T. R. Way and G.
R. Dennis.
790-B44 Book of Indoor Games. J. K. Benson.
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790-K61 Book of Indoor and Outdoor Games. Mrs. Burton
Kingsland.
799-WS8 Forest, The. S. E. White.
7S0-L13G Great Masters. John La Farge.
790-K29 Three Hundred Things a Bright Girl Can Do. L.
E. Kelley.
798-B96 Trotting and Pacing Horse in America. Hamilton
Busbey.
Literature.
814-Mll Backgrounds of Literature. H. W. Mabie.
814-T63C Clerk of the Woods. Bradford Torrey.
814-H88 Dickens as an Educator. J. L. Hughes.
809-SE3 Essays on Great Writers. H. D. Sedgwick.
814-B94FA Far and Near. John Burroughs.
821-K62F Five Nations. Rudyard Kipling.
824-C885 Gentle Reader. S. M. Crothers.
824-C21 Kinship of Nature. Bliss Carman.
874-L14 Masterpieces of Latin Literature. G. J. Laing, Ed.
814-AL2 Ponkapog Papers. T. B. Aldrich.
850-SY6 Renaissance in Italy. 7 vols. J. A. Symonds.
808-P43 Reciter's Treasury of Prose and Drama. Ernest
Pertwee, Ed.
811-H242 Tar Baby and Other Rhymes of Uncle Remus.
Joel C. Harris.
History and Travel.
917.2-M17 American Girl in Mexico. E. V. McGary.
973.3-T72A American Revolution : Part II. 2 vols. Sir G. 0.
Trevelyan.
917.2.N51 Around the Caribbean and Across Panama. F. C.
Nicholas.
950-T66 Asia and Europe. Meredith Townsend.
952-K12 Awakening of Japan, The. Okakura-Kakuzo.
952-T58 Bethink Yourselves. Count L. N. Tolstoi.
*910-R153 Business Atlas. Rand, McNally & Co.
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947-ST7 Campaign with Kuropatkin. Douglas Story.
914.6-H32 Castilian Days. John Hay.
915-H35 Central Asia and Tibet. Sven Hedin.
915.2-D98 Dai Nippon. Henry Dyer.
914.8-B78 Danish Life in Town and City. Jessie Brochner.
914.2-M65 Dickens' London. F. Miltoun.
917-P75 Following the Frontier. Roger Pocock.
914.3-SCH3 Germany. Wolf van Schierbrand.
915.2-P34 Gist of Japan, The. R. B. Peery.
915.2-B81 Heart of Japan, The. C. L. Brownell.
914.5-W67 Hill Towns of Italy. E. R. Williams, Jr.
930-G626 History of Ancient World. G. S. Goodspeed.
942-G54 Home Life Under the Stuarts. Elizabeth Godfrey.
973-F54B How the United States Became a Nation, John
Fiske.
916-D8S In African Forest and Jungle. Paul Du Chaillu.
916.4-SA9 In the Tail of the Peacock. Isabel Savory.
915.2-SCI2 Jinrikisha Days in Japan. Eliza R. Scidmore.
915.2-H35K Kwaidan : Stories and Studies of Strange Things.
Lafcadio Hearn.
915.1-H18 Korea. Angus Hamilton.
915-1-C43 Letters from a Chinese Of&cial.
915-1-W37 Manchu and Muscovite. B. L. P. Neale.
*973-3-M382 Massachusetts Soldiers and Sailors of the Revolu-
tionary War. Vol.11.
944-L34 My Scrap-Book of the French Revolution. E. W.
Latimer.
901-ADl New Empire, The. Brooks Adams.
917-4-W69 New England in Letters. R. R. Wilson.
971-P22 Old Quebec. G. Parker and C. G. Bryan.
945-M13 Oligarchy of Venice. George B. McClellan.
914.9-R34 Pleasure-Book of Grindelwald. Daniel P. Rhodes.
917.5-M95 Problems of the Present South. E. G. Murphy.
973.7-G65 Reminiscences of the Civil War. J. B. Gordon.
947-B46 Russian Advance, The. A. J. Beveridge.
952-ASl Russo-Japanese Conflict. K. Asakawa.
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915.7-D48
917.4.M62
*974.4-N44BL
*974.4-N44C
*974.4-R36U
952-P18
914.9.R39
978-L25
B-AN24P
B-AU23
B-H652
B.C575
B-B673
B-B763H
B-B794
B-C366F
B-ES84
B-D636
B-D673
B-G4S4MO
B-F845
B-B223
730-L56
B-J354W
B-B628
B-C354H
Sixteen Years in Siberia. Leo Deutsch.
Through the Gates of Old Romance. W. J. Mills.
Vital Records of Bellingham, Mass.
Vital Records of Chilmark, Mass.
Vital Records of Upton, Mass.
With Kuroki in Manchuria. Frederick Palmer.
Vacation Days in Greece. Rufus B. Richardson.
Vigilante Days and Ways. 2 vols. N. P. Lang-
ford.
Biography
Andrew, John A. 2 vols. H. G. Pearson.
Audubon and His Journals. 2 vols. Maria R.
Audubon.
Autobiography of Seventy Years. 2 vols. George
F. Hoar.
Belle of the Fifties. Ada Sterling, Ed.
Bowditch, Henry I. 2 vols. V. Y. Bowditch.
Bridgman, Laura. Maud Howe and F. H. Hall.
Brooks, Phillips : As His Friends Knew Him.
Channing, W. E. P. R. Frothingham.
D'Este, Isabella. 2 vols. Julia Cartwright.
Disraeli, Benjamin. Wilfred Meynell.
Doffed Coronet, A. By the Author of Martyr-
dom of an Empress."
Gladstone, W. E. 3 vols. John Morley.
Keystone cf Empire. By the Author of Martyr-
dom of an Empress."
Letters from England. Mrs. E. D. Bancroft.
Leschetizky, Theodore. Comtesse Angele Po-
tocka.
Life and Times of Thomas Jefferson. Thomas E.
Watson.
Memoirs of H. G. S. A. 0. de Blowitz.
Memoirs of the Life and Writings of Thomas
Chalmers. 4 vols. William Hanna.
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B-L465M Memoirs of Mme. Vigee Lebrun. Lionel Strachey.
750.M58HO Michelangelo. Charles Holroyd.
B-W274P Mother of Washington and her Times. Mrs.
Roger A. Pryor.
B-T753 My Own Story. J. T. Trowbridge.
B-J133 Notes and Reminiscences of a Staff Officer. R. C.
Seaton.
B-C3545 Ordered to China. W. J. Chamberlin.
920-M12P Portraits of the Sixties. Justin McCarthy.
B-P924 Prescott, W. H. Rollo Ogden.
B-L517 Recollections and Letters of General Robert E.
Lee. Captain Robert E. Lee.
B-R676R Roosevelt, Theodore, The Citizen. J. A. Riis.
B-R676 Roosevelt, Theodore, The Man. F. E. Leupp.
B-W672 Sailor King, William IV. F. Molloy.
B-SP35 Spencer, Herbert. Josiah Royce.
B-ST74J Story, W. W., and His Friends. 2 vols. Henry
James.
750-T53G Titian. George Gronan.
*920-P92 White House Gallery of the Presidents.
B-W272W Working With the Hands. Booker T. Washington.
Fiction.
L574A Adventures of Arthur O'Leary. Charles Lever.
AR54A Adventures of Elizabeth in Riigen. Countess von
Armin.
D774AD Adventures of Gerard. A. Conan Doyle.
R444A Affair at the Inn, The. K. D. Wiggin and Others.
S054 All on the Irish Shore. E. Somerville and M.
Ross.
J234AB Ambassador. The. Henry James.
K584A Apache Princess, The. Captain Charles King.
K584AR Army Wife. Captain Charles King.
SC083B Barlasch of the Guard. H. S. Scott.
L574BA Barrington. Charles Lever.
B274BB Belle of Bowling Green, The. Amelia E. Barr.
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B646B Bible in Spain, The. George Borrow.
B274BL Black Shilling, The. Amelia E. Barr.
V715 Black Tortoise. Frederick Viller.
M974B Braddock. John R. Musick.
L574B Bramleighs of Bishop's Folly. Charles Lever.
L842 Call of the Wild, The. Jack London.
R525C Castaway, The. Hallie E. Rives.
B666 Centuries Apart. Edward T. Bouve.
M974CE Century Too Soon. John R. Musick.
B443C Challoners, The. E- F. Benson.
F754C Checked Love Affair. P. L. Ford.
T174C Cherry. Booth Tarkington.
R445 Children of the Tenements. Jacob Riis.
F8342CH Christmas Eve on Lonesome. John Fox, Jr.
SMS2C0 Colonel Carter's Christmas. F. Hopkinson Smith.
M974C Columbia. John R. Musick.
L574CO Con Cregan. Charles Lever.
M272 Count Zarka. Sir William Magnay.
H3134 Country Interlude, A. Hildegarde Hawthorne.
C4744CR Crossing, The. Winston Churchill.
L574D Daltons, The. 2 vols. Charles Lever.
SH55D Daphne. Margaret Sherwood.
SE834 Darrow Enigma, The. Melvin L. Severy.
L574DA Davenport Dunn. 2 vols. Charles Lever.
L574DR Day's Ride. Charles Lever.
D372D Doctor Lavendar's People. Margaret Deland.
L574DO Dodd Family Abroad. 2 vols. Charles Lever.
C593DO Dog's Tale. S. L. Clemens.
M974E Estevan. John R. Musick.
G312 Etelka's vow. Dorothea Gerard.
C593E Extracts from Adam's Diary. S. L. Clemens.
D296FA Falaise of the Blessed Voice. W. S. Davis.
L574F Fortunes of Glencore. Charles Lever.
K584FR Fort Frayne. Captain Charles King.
G954F First of the English. A. C. Gunter.
K584FO Found in the Philippines. Captain Charles King.
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M944F Frontiersmen, The. Mary N. Murfree.
G165G Garden of a Commuter's Wife.
W581 Gay : A Story. Evelyn Whitaker.
SH13 Great Adventurer. Robert Shackleton.
W292 Heart of Hyacinth, The. Onoto Watanna.
C8S4H Heart of Rome, The. F. Marion Crawford.
G184H Hesper. Hamblin Garland.
C832 Hetty Wesley. A. T. Quiller-Couch.
B811H High Noon. Alice Brown.
H225H His Daughter First. Arthur S. Hardy.
L574HO Horace Templeton. Charles Lever.
J125H Horse-Leech's Daughters. M. D. Jackson.
M974H Humbled Pride. John R. Musick.
C274I Incomparable Bellairs. Agnes and Egerton Castle.
M974I Independence. John R. Musick.
J153I Interloper, The. Violet Jacob.
L574J Jack Hinton, the Guardsman. Charles Lever.
M345J Jacob Faithful. Captain Frederick Marryat.
B4124J Jess & Co. J. J. Bell.
K386 Joscelyn Cheshire. Sara B. Kennedy.
D371J Josephine. Ellen D. Deland.
H234K Katharine Frensham. Beatrice Harraden.
L574K Knight of Gwynne. 2 vols. Charles Lever.
P224LA Ladder of Swords. Gilbert Parker.
C122L Last Confession, The. Hall Caine.
SC083L Last Hope, The. H. S. Scott.
B4124L Later Adventures of Wee Macgreegor. J. J. Bell.
L946L Legends of Stories of Ireland. Samuel Lover.
AR66 Lepidus, the Centurion. E. L. Arnold.
H835LE Letters Home. W. D. Howells.
F8342L Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come, The, John
Fox, Jr.
M695L Little Stories. S. Weir Mitchell.
W544LO Long Night, The. S. J. Weyman.
L574LO Lord of Kilgobbin. Charles Lever.
L574L Luttrell of Arran. Charles Lever.
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H995 McTodd. C. J. C. Hyne.
C353MA Maids of Paradise, The. Robert W. Chambers.
L574M Martins of Cro' Martin, The. Charles Lever.
W215MA Master of the Magicians. E. S. P. Ward.
L891M Master of Millions, The. George C. Lorimer.
LS74MA Maurice Tiernay. Charles Lever.
D263M Memoirs of a Baby. Josephine Daskam.
H229M My Friend Prospero. Henry Harland.
K584N Noble Blood. Captain Charles King.
R833 North Star, The. Mrs. M. E. Henry-Ruffin.
L5740 O'Donoghue. Charles Lever.
J1570 Odd Craft. W. W. Jacobs.
W1740 Old Fogy, An. Mrs. J. H. Walworth.
L8920 Old Gorgon Graham. G. H. Lorimer.
M4940 Omos. Merman Melville.
L5740N One of Them. Charles Lever.
H2520P Openings in the Trail. Bret Harte.
ED340 Ormond. Maria Edgeworth.
G445
.
Our Friend the Charlatan. George Gissing.
M1932 Panchronicon. Harold S. Mackaye.
W764P Philosophy 4. Owen Wister.
M974PI Pilgrims. John R. Musick.
M974P Pocahontas. John R. Musick.
H252P Protegee of Jack Hamlin's. Bret Harte.
C593PN Pudd'nhead Wilson. S. L. Clemens.
R444R Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm. K. D. Wiggin
W394R Roger Drake. H. K. Webster.
B646R Romany Rye. George Borrow.
L946R Rory O'More. Samuel Lover.
D586 Rose of Old St. Louis. Mary Dillon.
AT46R Rulers of Kings. Gertrude Atherton.
H523 Sacrifice of the Shannon, The. W. A. Hickman.
M974A St. Augustine. John R. Musick.
W584S Silent Places. S. E. White.
L574S Sir Brook Fossbrooke. Charles Lever.
L574SI Sir Jasper Carew. Charles Lever.
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J654S Sir Mortimer. Mary Johnston.
T379S Spinners of Life. Vance Thompson.
M965 Story that the Keg Told Me. W. H. H. Murray.
K584SU Sunset Pass. Charles King.
W241 Susan Clegg and Her Friend, Mrs. Lathrop. Anne
Warner.
M974S Sustained Honor. John R. Musick.
LS74TH That Boy of Norcott's. Charles Lever.
H252TE Three Partners. Bret Harte.
K624T Traf&cs and Discoveries. Rudyard Kipling.
H252TR Trent's Trust and Other Stories. Bret Harte.
K584TI Trials of a Staff Officer. Captain Charles King.
W215TX Trixy. Mrs. E. S. P. Ward.
K584TU Trumpeter Fred. Captain Charles King.
C832T Two Sides of the Face. A. T. Quiller-Couch.
G764UN Undercurrent, The. Robert Grant.
M974U Union. John R. Musick.
B124V Vergilius. Irving Bacheller.
M693V Villa Claudia. J. A. Mitchell.
H976 Violett. Baroness von Hutton.
M332W When I Was Czar. Arthur W. Marchmont.
T392W When it was Dark. Guy Thome.
W395 When Patty Went to College. Jean Webster.
B646W Wild Wales. George Borrow.
M974W Witch of Salem. John R. Musick.
G165W Woman Errant.
W157 Woodcarver of 'Lympus.
K584WO Wounded Name. Captain Charles King.
W585Y Yellow Van. Richard Whiting.
C746 Youth. Joseph Conrad.
M695Y Youth of Washington, The. S. Weir Mitchell.
W6432 Zealot in Tulle. Mrs. Wildrick.
B646Z Zincali. George Borrow.
Juvenile.
J-M927B Blue Dragon. Kirk Munroe.
J-B814B Book of Little Boys. Helen D. Brown.
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J-P613 Boys of St. Timothy's. Arthur S. Pier.
J-L2S4B Brown Fairy Book. Andrew Lang, Ed.
J-H395B By Conduct and Courage. G. A. Henty.
J-L254C Crimson Fairy Book. Andrew Lang, Ed.
J-L914FF Five Little Peppers and Their Friends. Mrs. H.
M. Lothrop.
J-L913FS Five Little Peppers at School. Mrs. H. M.
Lothrop.
J-R394G Golden Windows, The. Mrs. L. E. Richards.
J-R444H Half-a-dozen Housekeepers. Kate D. Wiggin.
J-B935I In the Closed Room. Mrs. F. H. Burnett.
J-R543KI King of the Mamozekel. C. G. D. Roberts.
J-W582L Little Girl of Long Ago. Eliza O. White.
J-R394ME Merryweathers, The. Mrs. L. E. Richards.
J-T374M Monarch, The Big Bear of Tallac. Ernest Seton-
Thompson.
J-974.3-K12 Minute Boys of the Green Mountains. J. 0. Kaler.
J-R394MO More Five Minute Stories. Mrs. L. E. Richards.
J-R395 Nursery Fire. Rosalind Richards.
J-C872RE Red Cap Tales. S. R. Crockett.
J-C353R River-Land. Robert W. Chambers.
J-M896 Stories of Little Animals. Lenore E. Mulets.
J-291-P99 Story of King Arthur and His Knights. Howard
Pyle.
J-P614T Tales of a Poultry Yard. Clara D. Pierson.
J-B-R676S Theodore Roosevelt. Edward Stratemeyer.
J-H395TH Through Three Campaigns. G. A. Henty.
J-T374TW Two Little Savages, Ernest Seton-Thompson.
J-P144T Two Prisoners. T. N. Page.
J-H241W Wally Wanderoon and His Story-Telling Machine.
J. C. Harris.
J-H395WA With the Allies to Pekin. G. A. Henty.
J-D784Y Young Vigilantes. S. A. Drake.
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER OF WAYLAND
PUBLIC LIBRARY FUNDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDING MARCH 1, 1905.
Dr.
To unexpended balance March 1, 1904, (Parsons Be-
quest, $173.91) $238 61
To appropriation for the year ending April 1, 1905 . 800 00
To appropriation for special repairs . . . 100 00
To interest on Library funds, bequests of James Sum-
ner and Ella E. Draper and Lydia Maria Child. 66 00
To interest, Grace Campbell Draper fund . . . 50 00
To one-half Dog Licenses . . . . . . 173 85
To interest on deposit, Bay State Trust Co. . . 8 82
To amount collected from fines and cards by Librarian 24 02
To amount collected from fines and cards by Assistant
Librarian at Cochituate ..... 6 82
To Library Bureau, articles returned.... 3 25
$1,471 37
Cr.
By Salary of Librarian $300 00
By Salary of Assistant Librarian .... 30 00
By S. L. Campbell 5 00
By Salary of Janitor 165 00
By J. F. Wheeler 15 00
By W. B. Clarke Co., books 361 83
By Old Corner Book Store, magazines . . . 30 15
By H. W. Wilson Co., Reader's Guide . . . 3 00
Report of tlie Treasurer of Waylaud Public I^ibrary Funds.
By Library Bureau 23 75
By American Express Co. ...... 35 72
By Weston Electric Light Co 62 85
By A. E. Adams, fuel 127 13
By P. Meisel, book plate ...... 22 00
By Ames Plow Co., lawn mower .... 7 45
By J. M. Sullivan, binding books . . . . 10 10
By appropriation to Librarian for sundry expenses . 14 02
By sundries ........ 4 50
By Fitz & Barker, plumbing 10 75
By E. W. Small 17 10
By T. W. Frost 42 30
By Morss & Whyte, wire 11 15
By Carlisle & Pope Co., blinds 10 95
$1,309 75
Balance unexpended March 1, 1905 . . 161 62
$1,471 37
Of the unexpended balance, $100 represents remainder of
Parsons Bequest to be expended on good editions of standard
works; the balance, $61.62, is needed to defray expenses of
month of March, 1905.
FRANCIS SHAW,
Treasurer.
Wayland, March 1, 1905.
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF HEALTH.
The following is the report submitted by the Board of Health
for the year beginning March 1, 1904, and ending February 28,
1905 : —
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES.
Scarlet Fever, 2 cases.
Typhoid Fever, 1 case.
Measles, 34 cases.
37 cases.
The Board have no further written report of any consequence.
Several minor complaints have been made during the year, which
have been attended to.
W. C. HUNTING, Chairman,
THOMAS BRYANT, Clerk.
M. C. BALDWIN.
Wayland, March 1, 1905.
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WATER COMMISSIONERS^ REPORT.
Wayland Water Commissioners
In Account with Frank E. Yeager, Town Treasurer, Dr.
Mav 1 1904 To Cash .15226 00• £J\J \J\J
August 1, 1904. To Cash . . . . 150 50
August 16 1904 To Cash 500 00• %J \J\J \J\J
Aup-ust 31 1904 To Cash 284 26
November 5 1904 To Cash 271 00
January 3, 1905. To Cash . . . . 234 67
Februarv 7 1905 To Cash 170 26
February 28, 1905 ...... 426 00
$2,262 69
Cr.
Mdiy 4, 1904.
Order No. 1, Maintenance . . . $108 75
August 1, 1904.
Order No. 2, Maintenance 138 65
November 9, 1904.
Order No. 3, Maintenance 68 00
February 28, 1905.
Order No. 4, Maintenance 117 95
5, William M. Fullick, com. 20 00
" 6, Alfred T. Dean, com. . 20 00
" 7, H. E. Dudley, com. 20 00
" 8, H. E. Dudley, sup. and clerk 182 50
9, Interest on water bonds 480 00
10, Cash in Town Treasury 1,106 84
$2,262 69
WILLIAM M. FULLICK,
HENRY G. DUDLEY,
ALFRED T. DEAN,
Commissioners of Wayland Water Works
^
February 28, 1905.
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF
THE WAYLAND WATER WORKS.
The maintenance account is as follows : —
1904.
Mar. 14. To Frank Ames Ij>lZ UU
14. N. Tatro ...... 14 00
18. E. P. Butler 7U
April 1. Labor for March .... 23 00
12. N. R. Brown 80
27. Harry G. Dudley .... 11 00
30. N. Tatro 16 00
May 2. Labor for April .... 29 50
2. Howe & Co. ..... 75
18. Wilson Matheau .... 1 00
21. Martin T. Hall 6 OU
June 1
.
Labor for May ..... 17 50
William C. Neal .... L 50
July 1. Labor for June ..... 21 50
25. N. Tatro
27. Harry G. Dudley .... c c\c\5 00
Aug. 1. Labor for July 25 50
Walworth Manufacturing Co. 50 65
17. N. Tatro 5 00
Sept. 1. Labor for August .... 24 50
Oct. 1. Labor for September .... 16 50
25. N. Tatro 8 00
Nov. 1. Labor for October .... 14 00
Dec. 1. Labor for November .... 9 50
48
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1905.
1. Labor for December . $8 00
16. W. Post .... . . 2 00
1. Labor for January 11 00
7. Boston Lead Lo. 4 00
7. Boston Co. 3 00
23. Frank Ames 17 00
24. Harry G. Dudley 9 00
28. Labor for February 46 00
28. William M. Fullick . 2 48
28. Postage .... 3 72
28. Thomas C. McKey 2 25
$433 35
Respectfully submitted,
H. G. DUDLEY,
Superintendent.
Wayland, February 28, 1905.
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Town of Wayland.
REPORT OF COMMISSIONERS OF WAY-
LAND WATER WORKS SINKING FUND.
February 28, 1905.
Amount deposited in the Natick Five Cents Sav-
ings Bank, Natick, Mass. . . . $1,933 45
Interest on above to November 1, 1904 . . 322 16
Amount deposited in Watertown Savings Bank,
Watertown, Mass 1,000 00
Interest on above to October 1, 1904 . . 222 14
Amount deposited in Wildey Savings Bank,
Boston, Mass. 1,009 87
Interest on above to November 15, 1904 . . 20 18
Amount in hands of Town Treasurer . . . 1,106 84
$5,614 64
WILLIAM M. FULLICK,
HENRY G. DUDLEY,
ALFRED T. DEAN,
Water Commissioners^ Wayland Water Works Sinking Fund.
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Report of Surveyor of Higliways.
REPORT OF SURVEYOR OF HIGHWAYS.
Wayland, February 28, 1905.
The amount appropriated for Highways and Bridges the past
year was two thousand dollars ($2,000.00). There was also an
unexpended balance of seventy-six dollars and ten cents ($76.10).
Also the Excise Tax amounting to four hundred and forty-two
dollars and forty-three cents ($442.43), making a total of two
thousand five hundred and eighteen dollars and fifty-three cents
($2,518.53).
The total amount expended was two thousand three hundred and
forty-four dollars and ninety-three cents ($2,344.93), leaving a bal-
ance of one hundred and seventy-three dollars and sixty cents
($173.60) unexpended on Highway account.
The snow bills for this year amount to four hundred and sixty-
six dollars and eighty-nine cents ($466.89)
.
Itemized bills for above amounts are on file in the Selectmen's
office.
MICHAEL W. HYNES,
Surveyor of Highways.
Snow Bill for March, 1904.
W. C. Neal
W. C. Neal
Harry Harvey
J. N. Banks
W. R. Place
Men,
Days. Hours.
41/
6
Horses.
Days. Hours. Amount.
$9 00
8 50
7 60
1 00
5 32
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Men. Horses.
Days. Hours. Days. Hours.
Leslie Dunham
George Videon
J. J. Coughlin
Alexander Sauer
J. Ploss
Frank Quinn
F. F. Ames .
J. C. Wright
S. S. Davidson
G. E. Sherman
James Fox .
W. C. Neal, Snow
Thomas Byrant, team
11^
4
1
14
18
3 6
3
30
Amount
$ 40
3 72
4 00
2 98
88
2 00
3 00
3 10
4 00
12 22
60
61 12
1 00
Total $135 84
Highway Pay-Roll for the Month of April.
0. B. Atwell
C. W. Fairbank
C. W. Fairbank
J. Kelly
J. Morrissy .
D. D. Griffin
D. D. Griffin
W. Evans
T. B. Hawes
G. Phylis
G. Phylis
E. Carter
1. Damon
I. Damon
M. W. Hynes
Thomas D. Murphy
Thomas L. Hynes
9
16
14
13
6
12
11
21
16
17
1
3
4
^y
8
5
2^
32
12
17
39
32
$18 22
33 44
48 64
29 89
26 62
12 00
18 00
25 66
23 88
89
1 33
3 00
17 79
26 66
102 88
33 11
83 22
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Report of Surveyor of Highways.
Men. Horses.
Days. Hours. Days. Hours. Amount
John F. Malloy . 3 6 $ 7 34
Edward Eagan 11 6 23 34
Charles Thyng 10 21 00
P. S. Zimmerman 10 5 21 12
John M. Curtin 3 6 16 00
John Linnehan 6 13 00
William Coughlin 6 5 13 1 32 77
Frank Quinn 9 1 18 1 45 54
Charles Harrington 11 5 23 11
John Hoye . 7 5 15 11
Frank Davidson . 6 12 30 00
John Fox 7 5 15 11
James Fox, Jr. 7 15 22
George N. Sherman 2 5 5 11
Edward Harrington 1 2 00
Andrew S. Morse, 240 loads of gravel 24 00
A. B. Sherman, 192 loads of gravel 19 20
Ames Plow Co., tools for road > 13 61
.25
$562 04
Highway Pay-Roll for the Month of May.
Frank Quinn 2 $ 5 00
Charles Harrington 2 00
John Hoye . 8 3 78
Frank Davidson . 2 5 00
John Fox 2 00
James Fox , 8 3 78
Michael W. Hynes 6 20 00
Thomas L. Hynes 2 5 00
Thomas D. Murphy 2 00
N. Tatro 2 4 00
Henry M. Matthews 1 2 00
53
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Men, Horses.
Days. Hours. Days. Hours. Amount.
John Ploss . 4 $ 89
Charles W. Fairbank . 12 25 00
Charles W. Fairbank . 22 7 34 13
M. G. Hurley 5 7 11 55
James Morrissy 8 16 00
Walter Evans 10 5 21 11
T. B, Hawes 4
John Kelly . 4 3 8 66
Isaac Damon 1 2 00
Isaac Damon 4 6 00
D. D. Griffin 4 o UU
D. D. Griffin 8 1 0 nniZ UU
Thomas Bryant, for teams • 0 OK.
A. B. Sherman, 25 loads of gravel 2 50
Highway Pay-Roll for THE Month of June.
Charles Thing 8 $16 00
Edward Eagan 6 12 00
John Hoye . 3 5 7 11
Frank Davidson . 2 4 10 00
John Fox 3 5 7 11
James Fox . 3 5 7 11
George F. Harrington . 1 00
Michael W. Hynes 15 1 30 76 29
Thomas L. Hynes 12 1 17 1 49 88
Thomas D. Murphy 5 10 00
Charles Harrington 14 5 29 11
Frank Buckley 16 1 32 22
Thomas F. Maynard 9 1 18 2 45 54
A. E. Adams 2 4 10 00
Henry Iminck 3 6 15 00
John Bailey . 3 8 7 78
James W. Eagan . 4 8 20 00
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Men.
Days. Hours.
John H. Clark . . 3
George Richardson . 4
George Richardson
Isaac Damon . . 7
Isaac Damon
Charles W. Fairbank 19
Charles W. Fairbank .
N. Tatro . . . 17
W. F. Evans . . 5
T. B. Hawes . . 17
J. N. Banks
James Morrissy . . 17
John Kelly ... 14
L. Hammond, gravel
Mr. Sauer, gravel
A. B. Sherman, 92 loads of gravel
4
Horses.
Days. Hours.
12
15
35
Amount
$ 7 00
8 89
18 00
15 35
23 00
39 32
53 31
34 00
10 00
34 00
89
34 00
28 00
9 80
4 80
9 20
Total $685 71
Highway Pay-Roll for the Month of August.
M. W. Hynes . . 4 4}^ 4 4^ $15 75
Charles W. Fairbank . 11 1 22 19
Charles W. Fairbank . 13 4 20 16
J. Lemoine ..2 7 5 55
James H. Morrissy .31 6 22
L. K. Lovell, spikes ..... 40
Thomas Bryant, for teams . . . . . 3 25
Fisk & Co., drain pipe 2 50
Total $76 02
Highway Pay-Roll for the Month of September.
John Ploss ... 2 8 $5 78
J. Lemoine ... 9 3 18 67
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Men. Horses.
Days. Hours. Days. Hours, Amount.
Charles W. Fairbank 2 8 $ 5 78
Charles W. Fairbank 4 8 7 33
James Morrissy 4 .89
T. F. Maynard 3 6 15 00
M. \V.Hynes 6 4>^ 10 75
T. L. Hynes 2 2 7 00
C. H. Thing 5 1 C\ C\(\lU 00
William Coughlin . 3 6 00
F. Quinn 3 6 00
A. B. Sherman, 10 loads of gravel . 1 00
M. A. Durkee, 8 feet of pipe .... 4 25
$116 45
Highway Pay-Roll for the Month of October.
M. W. Hynes 7 11 30 50
T. L. Hynes 4 8 20 00
C. H. Thing 4 8 00
William Coughlin 1 2 00
Frank Quinn 1 2 00
Edward Eagan 4 8 00
P. S. Zimmerman 4 8 00
T. W. Frost, painting and lettering signs 2 00
George A. Foote, 40 ft. 8 in. pipe 8 00
M. W. Hynes, cement 1 00
$89 50
Highway Pay-Roll for the Month of November.
T. L. Hynes 3 16 $30 00
C. H. Thing 9 7 19 56
Edward Eagan 9 7 19 56
P. S. Zimmerman 8 7 17 56
William Wheeler . 6 12 30 00
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Men. Horses.
Days. Hours. Days. Hours. Amount.
M. W. Hynes 10 7 18 5 $49 38
Henry Smith 8 16 00
J. M. Curtin 1 2 5 00
I. S. Dickey 2 2 4 44
T. B. Hawes 2 5 5 11
Nelson Matthew . 2 5 5 11
J. Lemoine 1 22
0. B. Atwell 3 5 7 11
Charles W. Fairbank . 15 7^ 31 65
Charles W. Fairbank . 22 32 97
E. B. Loker 5 1 7 66
E. B. Loker 2 5 ? 11
James Morrissy 5 11
Union Lumber Co. 1 14
M. W. Hynes, 64 loads of gravel ^) 10 cts. 6 40
George A. Foote, 16 ft. 8 in. pipe > 3 20
A. B. Sherman, 100 loads of gravel @ 10 cts. 10 00
Total $313 29
Snow Bill for January, 1905.
J. J. Rowan . 4 7 8 8 $21 67
M. W. Hynes 4 6% 11 5 26 79
T. L. Hynes 5 7 8 6 24 68
T. D. Murphy 3 8 7 78
C. H. Thing 4 7 9 57
T. Lane 2 5 00
George E. Sherman 6 8 3 25 16
G. N. Sherman 2 4 00
James Fox 4 8 00
C. Ellms 2 4 00
J. McKenna . 5 1 10 22
T. Dowey 4 2 6 33
T, Maynard . 5 1 10 2 25 55
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Men. Horses
Days. Hours. Days. Hours.
P. p. Schneider . 2 5
J. L. Schneider 2 6
P. S. Zimmerman . 2
H. C. Haynes 4
B. J. Ward . 8
J. M. Curtin 5 3 ly.
Charles W. Fairbank 6 1 14
E. Felch 8
John Ploss 3 4
James Morrissy 3 ^%
W. Morrissy 2 1
John Peterson 4 6
T. B. Hawes 2 8
H. Bond 1 5
J. H. Clark . 6
J. L. DeWolf 6
George R. Richardson . 1 5 1 6
J. N. Banks . 1 7 1 4
Charles W. Fairbank 6 4
Charles W. Fairbank 11 1
T. B. Hawes 1
James Morrissy 1
W. M. Morrissy . 1
John Peterson 3
Total
Amount-
$ 5 11
5 34
5 00
8 00
1 78
15 69
33 18
1 78
6 88
7 00
4 22
9 33
5 77
3 11
1 33
1 33
5 61
5 67
12 89
16 60
2 00
2 00
2 00
7 44
$347 81
Highway Pay-Roll for the Month of February.
L. H. McManus, steeling and sharpening picks . %Z 25
Total $3 25
Snow Bill for Month of February.
John Ploss
Charles W. Fairbanks 5 1
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18 69
Report of Surveyor of Highways.
Days.
James Morrissy . 1
H. Zimmerman 4
Frank Quinn 3
C. E. Quinn 3
w liiicim ^ougimii 4
Edward Eagan
T. L. McLaughlin 1
J. F. Malloy
M. W. Hynes 1
I. S. Dickey 2
J. J. Rowan .
sn. Horses.
Hours. Days. Hours. Amount.
$ 2 00
8 00
Aj4 7 00
3 11 50
3 12 50
4^ 1 00
2 1 2 4 27
4^ 1 00
3 1 3 4 67
4 4 60
30 44
$119 08
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Town of Wayland.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE TO REPAIR MAIN
STREET, COCHITUATE.
At the town meeting held September 22, 1903, the following
vote was passed, to wit. :
—
That the Selectmen and James A. Bent and Charles W. Dean be,
and they are hereby authorized to repair Main Street in Cochituate
Village, in the manner which to them shall seem best ; provided,
that the expense of such repairs shall not exceed four thousand
dollars. Your committee employed Mr. W. W. Wight to survey
and submit a permanent grade of Main Street. After advertising
for bids the contract for re-grading and building street, was let to
Andrew Allen of Wellesley Hills, contract for concreting the side-
walks was also let to Mr. Allen. The summary of expenses is
as follows :
—
W. W. Wight, civil engineer .... $150 00
Andrew Allen, re-building part of Main Street . 1,985 00
Andrew Allen, concreting sidewalks . . . 1,865 00
$4,000 00
ALBION F. PARMENTER,
CHARLES W. DEAN,
JAMES A. BENT,
ALFRED T. DEAN,
WILLIAM S. LOVELL.
6o
Report of the Engineers of the Fire Department.
REPORT OF THE ENGINEERS OF THE
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
List of Fires to which the Department Responded.
1904.
Mar. 29.
April 29.
May 5.
June 25.
1905.
Jan. 25.
1904.
May 1.
May 2.
10.10 A. M. Alarm given from Engine House for
woods fire.
2.45 P. M. Alarm given from Engine House for woods
fire.
10.25 A. M. Alarm from Box 24. Fire at Ralph
Bent's house.
7.10 P. M. Alarm from Box 25. Fire at Mrs. C. A.
Mitchell's house.
1.30 p. M. Alarm given from the Engine House. Fire
at James Murphy's house.
Received from Selectmen, Firemen's pay . $381 42
Turned in cash in hands of engineers
. 4 25
$385 67
Firemen's pay from May 1, 1903, to May
1, 1904 $385 67
Engineer's salary ..... 30 00
Pay for extinguishing wood fires . . 10 75
Edison Light Co., lighting . . . 10 71
Taking care of fire alarm . . . 25 00
Use of automatic current breaker . . 5 00
6i
Town of Wayland.
Pettingell Andrews Co., supplies . . $1 13
Edison Light Co., changing wires to new
poles 9 67
M. E. Church. Use of tower for fire
alarm 50 00
June 3. Fiske & Co., supplies . . . . 1 15
Pettingell Andrews Co., supplies . . 3 00
C. A. Roak, cleaning vault ... 1 00
Edison Light Co., lighting ... 2 07
Aug 1. John Kelley, labor ..... 1 25
Fiske & Co., supplies .... 2 93
Oct. 1. Isaac Damon, one-half cord wood . . 4 00
Fiske & Co., supplies .... 2 18
Dec. 3. Wayland Water Works, water rates . 8 00
A. B. Underwood, supplies ... 4 95
Dec. 31. Edison Light Co., lighting ... 13 83
Robinson & Jones, coal .... 44 05
Pettingell Andrews Co., supplies . . 7 92
1905.
Feb. 28. H. G. Dudley, labor on poles and water
pipes . 3 00
J. A. and W. Bird, 1 bbl. blue vitrei . 31 08
Edison Light Co., lighting ... 3 84
Fiske & Co., supplies . • . . 9 20
E. W. Marston, labor and stock . . 4 95
C. S. Williams, use of horse at Murphy's
fire 1 00
William Garfield, use of horse at Murphy's
fire 1 00
G. F. Marston, supplies . . . . 2 91
C. E. Coakley, postage .... 50
$681 74
Unexpended balance $451 39
Appropriation 300 00
Turned in cash in hands of engineers ... 4 25
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Report of tHe Engineers of the Fire Department
Firemen's pay $385 67
Incidentals 255 32
Engineer's salary ..... 30 00
Woods fires 10 75
Unexpended balance . . . . 73 90
$755 64 $755 64
Respectfully submitted,
E. W. MARSTON, Chief.
C. E, COAKLEY, First Assistant and Clerk.
F. J. BIGWOOD, Second Assistant.
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Town of Wayland.
FINANCE COMMITTEE.
The Finance Committee respectfully submits the following and
recommends that the same be appropriated and adopted, viz. : —
Incidental fund $2,000 00
Support of poor 2,000 00
Abatement of taxes 300 00
School salaries and fuel 8,000 00
School supplies 600 00
Transportation of scholars .... 1,300 00
Repairs on school buildings .... 100 00
Superintendent of Schools . . . . 375 00
School incidentals 100 00
Overdrafts 881 58
Salaries * . 1,300 00
Electric lights 913 25
Fire department 700 00
Hydrants . . . .... 384 00
Highways 2,000 00
Collector of taxes 350 00
Library 800 00
Library repairs 100 00
Lakeview Cemetery 50 00
North and Center cemeteries .... 50 00
Schoolhouse, loan 1,100 00
Highway, loan 400 00
Memorial Day, in addition to unexpended bal-
ance ........ 25 00
Sinking fund 1,408 80
64
$25,237 63
Finance Committee.
We recommend that the sum of four hundred and eighty dollars
($480.00) be transferred from water rates to pay interest on water
bonds.
That the Selectmen be authorized to draw from the contingent
fund such sums of money as may be necessary, not exceeding five
hundred dollars ($500.00), for assisting needy soldiers and their
families. That the selectmen be authorized to draw from the con-
tingent fund a sum not exceeding three hundred and fifty dollars
($350.00) for the use of the Board of Health. That the sum of
three thousand three hundred dollars ($3,300.00) be appropriated
for interest on Town debt, to be taken from contingent fund. That
the money for removing snow be drawn from contingent fund.
PAUL F. DRAPER, Chairman.
DANIEL D. GRIFFIN,
LOZENZO K. LOVELL,
EDWARD A. ATWOOD,
CLARENCE S. WILLIAMS, Clerk,
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Town of Wayland.
REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONERS OF THE
SINKING FUND OF THE TOWN OF
WAYLAND.
Amount of Fund February 25, 1904 . . $8,938 77
Received appropriation, 1904-5 . . . $1,408 80
Received interest on investments . . 286 49
1,695 29
Invested as follows
:
Town of Wayland "Water Fund Bonds, 4 per
cent, at par $5,000 00
Fitchburg Railroad Bond, 4 per cent, at par 1,000 00
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad
Bonds, 3 1-2 per cent, $4,000 00 at cost . 3,770 00
Deposited in North End Savings Bank,
Boston 864 06
$10,634 06
$10,634 06
All bonds are registered except the Wayland Water Fund
Bonds, for which there are no provisions for registration.
CocHiTUATE School Building Fund
Amount of Fund February 25, 1904 . . . $1,016 98
Interest ........ 35 88
Amount of Fund March 2, 1905 .... $1,052 86
Deposited in the Cambridgeport Savings Bank.
CHESTER B. WILLIAMS, Chairman.
JOHN CONNELLY, Secretary.
WALTER B. HENDERSON, Treasurer.
Wayland, March 2, 1904.
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Collectors' Report.
COLLBCTOES' REPORT
TAXES OF 1898.
March 1, 1904, Uncollected . . . $474 62
Abated .... $94 06
Collected .... 32 85
Balance due Treasurer . 347 71
$474 62
TAXES OF 1899.
March 1, 1904, Uncollected . . . $759 72
Abated .... $114 70
Collected .... 116 58
Balance due Treasurer . 528 44
$759 72
TAXES OF 1900
March 1, 1904, Uncollected . . . $1,624 81
Collected .... $636 01
Balance due Treasurer . 988 80
$1,624 81
TAXES OF 1901
March 1, 1904, Uncollected . . . $3,457 33
Abated .... $9 30
Collected .... 1,264 46
Balance due Treasurer . 2,183 57
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$3,457 33
Town of Wayland.
INTEREST.
Interest, 1898 $21 57
Interest, 1899 57 00
Interest, 1900 . . , 103 96
Interest, 1901 225 70
HENRY F. LEE,
Collector.
TAXES OF 1902.
March 1, 1904, Uncollected
Collected .
Abated
Uncollected
TAXES OF 1903.
March 1, 1904, Uncollected
Collected
Abated
Balance Uncollected
TAXES OF 1904.
Tax Levy ....
Additional Assessment
Abatements
Collected
Balance Uncollected
$5,349 56
$8,549 97
$28,807 11
48 23
$3,490 75
9 12
1,849 69
$5,349 56
$3,008 67
78 21
5,463.09
$8,549 97
$88 60
20,247 29
8,519 45
Excise Tax
$28,855 34 $28,855 34
$242 43
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Collectors' Report.
INTEREST.
Interest collected, 1902 tax . . . $265 51
Interest collected, 1903 tax . . . 176 21
Interest collected, 1904 tax . . . 97 01
Respectfully submitted,
FRED P. DRAPER,
Collector.
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STATE AID.
Names of persons receiving State Aid and amounts from March
1, 1904, to March 1, 1905 : —
John C. Butterfield $72 GO
Lizzie M. Butterfield 48 00
Rosalia Burmmett 48 00
Elbridge A. Carter 48 00
Edward Carter 45 00
Moses Caswell 72 00
Elizabeth Corman 24 00
John Fairbanks 10 00
Nancy 'Garfield 48 00
Julia A. Underwood 48 00
Warren A. Hersey 54 00
Charles M. Keay 72 00
Charles H. May 48 00
Joseph M. Moore ...... 72 00
James Murphy ....... 72 00
Charles W. Priest 15 00
Ellen P. Coakley 48 00
Louisa M. Pike 48 00
Jason M. Pierce 18 00
Sarah Stone 48 00
Levine E. Jordon 16 00
Margaret W. Ide 12 00
Eva E. Whitney 48 00
$1,034 00
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State Aid.
SOLDIERS' RELIEF.
John B. Brigham ...... $72 00
Mrs. E. Whitney 14 00
Jason M. Pierce ....... 27 00
Damon L. Veasey, burial expenses, J. M. Pierce . 35 00
Dr. E. E. Sparks, medical expenses, J. M. Pierce . 22 00
D. H. Elkins, milk for Mrs. Mary Butterfield 19 44
E. A. Atwood, medicine for Mrs. Mary Butterfield 9 10
Dr. E. E. Sparks, medical attendance, Mrs. Mary
Butterfield 10 00
Moses Caswell ....... 19 00
Isaac Damon, rent for Mrs. Coakley 44 00
J. C. Butterfield 10 00
C. A. Roak 30 00
W. A. Bird, coal for C. A. Roak 9 25
N. Perodeau, flour for C, A. Roak 7 50
A. E. Adams, wood for C. A. Roak 3 50
Charles M. Keay ...... 10 00
Dr. P. S. Ide, medical attendance, C. A. Roak, 5 00
$346 79
7
Town of Wayland.
TREASURER'S REPORT.
RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES.
1904.
March 1. Balance on hand, cash .... $1,886 76
12. Town of Medway, poor account 23 52
18. Town of Framingham, Board of Health . 115 51
April 1. Natick Five Cents Savings Bank, note 5,000 00
May- 2. Lonng, iolman & Tupper, note r r\r\r\ r\ r\5,000 00
2. Jose, Parker & Co., note 5,000 00
4. H. (Jr. Dudley, clerk, water commissioners 226 00
7. A. A. Carter, auctioneer's license o c\c\
7. R. W. Porter, tree warden 22 00
F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1902 300 00
7. F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1903 1,000 00
9. J. E. Linnehan, hall rent 7 00
25. Jose, Parker & Co., note 5,000 00
June 1. R. W. Porter, tree warden 4 00
27. P. J. Burke, pool room license 2 00
27. Rev. 0. P. Lacroix, six months' rent to
July 1 39 00
28. F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1902 200 00
28. F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1902 600 00
July 1. South Middlesex District Court, fines 16 60
2. Jose, Parker & Co., note 5,000 00
2. Interest on bank deposit .... 3 58
2. H. F. Lee, collector, taxes, 1901 300 00
6. L. E. Knott Apparatus Co., school account 28 56
12. City of Boston, school account 45 00
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Aug. 11
.
Interest on bank deposit . »p y OH-
2. H. G. Dudley, clerk, water commissioners 150 50
0. TT T^pp mllprtor ta-jcpq 1900 onn nni&UU uu
6. J. E. Linnehan, hall rent 8 00
/:
o. F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1902 1 nniou uu
u
.
F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1902,
terest .....
in-
DO
o. F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1903,
terest .....
in-
1 on on1 uu uu
f.o. F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1903,
terest .....
in-
1 "KVo. Lothrop Pub. Co., school account 1 Q 79
State Treasurer, for inspection of animals 7"^ no/ O UU
1 7 H. G. Dudley, clerk, water commissioners OUU UU
ocpl. 11 H. G. Dudley, clerk, water commissioners
11 F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1904 7n c; iCi
o. Overseers of Poor .... 1 n 1 siU 1(5
o . J. E. Linnehan, hall rent OA nnuu
11 • Interest on bank deposit . R 97
11 H. F. Lee, collector, taxes, 1900 . 9nn nnzuu uu
11 H. F. Lee, collector, taxes, 1901 9nn nn^uu uu
11 Overseers of Poor ....
11 South Middlesex District Court, fines 1 KC\
o. F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1904
20 . F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1902 /UU uu
1 nlU. F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1904 9 7QC 09
Interest on bank deposit . 4 40
OV
.
11
.
Interest on bank deposit . C C\A0 U4
1
i F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1904 o,U54 61
cD. H. F. Lee, collector, taxes, 1900 150 00
5. H. F. Lee, collector, taxes, 1901 150 00
5. Overseers of Poor .... 23 50
5. H. G. Dudley, clerk, water commissioners 271 00
Dec. 1. Interest on bank deposit . 1 26
3. J. E. Linnehan, hall rent 8 00
3. Overseers of Poor .... 4 25
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Dec. 3. H. F. Lee, collector, taxes, 1899 . . $100 00
3. H. F. Lee, collector, taxes, 1901 . . 200 00
3. F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1903 . 1,000 00
3. F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1902 . 1,000 00
3. F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1904 . 676 49
3. F. P. Draper, collector, excise tax, street
railway 442 43
10. State treasurer, corporation taxes . . 2,130 62
10. State treasurer, national bank, taxes . 457 66
10. State treasurer, street railway, taxes 353 76
10. State treasurer, state and military aid 1,104 00
10. State treasurer, tuition of children . . 300 00
17. Rev. O. P. Lacroix, six months' rent to
January 1 39 00
1905.
Jan. 2. Interest on bank deposit .... 2 40
2. H. F. Lee, collector, taxes, 1901 . . 200 00
2. F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1903 . 700 00
2. F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1904 . 2,387 34
3. H. G. Dudley, clerk, water commissioners 234 67
12. F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1902 . 200 00
12. F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1903 . 350 00
12. F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1904 . 408 34
20. J. E. Linnehan, hall rent ... 24 00
20. F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1904 . 1,303 05
27. Isaac Damon, chairman district committee 625 00
28. State treasurer, school fund . . . 1,153 89
Feb. 1. Interest on bank deposit .... 2 56
3. F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1904 . 985 03
4. County treasurer, dog licenses . . 347 70
7. Town of Southboro, poor account . . 319 78
7. H. G. Dudley, clerk, water commissioners 170 26
13. Interest on bank deposit .... 6 44
16. F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1904 . 239 35
27. F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1902 . 302 08
27. F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1903 . 100 00
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0 1Zl
,
r. r. Draper, collector, taxes, 1904 (tOO'T CO$227 52
27. Jb. r. Draper, collector, taxes, 1904, in-
terest ...... 79 ol
LI
.
r. Draper, collector, taxes, 190j, in-
terest ...... OQ CQ
it . r. Jr. Draper, collector, taxes, 1902, in-
terest ...... 210 09
Zo. J . ill. i^innenan, nan rent 2o OU
OQ Overseers of Poor .... 2 c r\(\ob UU
OQ M. S. Marsoe, pool room license o r\r\2 00
OOJo. Napoleon Gladu, pool room license . O f\(\2 00
0 ?ZJ. William G. Sullivan, pool room license 2 00
OQJo. J. Reeves, auctioneer's license 2 00
OO Samuel Russell, slaughter license 1 f\f\1 00
OO
zo. L. K. Lovell, town scales, receipts . 1 il 'iff14 37
OOZO. N. R. Gerald, town scales, receipts . 9 85
OOZO. H. G. Dudley, clerk, water commissioners 426 00
OOJo. Interest on bank deposit . 3 46
OQ H. F. Lee, collector, interest on taxes,
1901 50 10
OQZo. H. F. Lee, collector, taxes, 1898 •5 O or*o2 85
OQ H. F. Lee, collector, taxes, 1899 16 58
9Q H. F. Lee, collector, taxes, 1900 OO 01
OQ H. F. Lee, collector, taxes, 1901 214 46
OO
zo. F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1904 518 95
OO
zo. F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1903 313 94
OO
zo. F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1904, in-
terest ...... 17 20
28. F. P. Draper, collector, taxes, 1903, in-
terest 22 79
28. H. F. Lee, collector, taxes, 1898, interest 21 57
28. H. F. Lee, collector, taxes, 1899, interest 57 00
28. H. F. Lee, collector, taxes, 1900, interest 103 96
28. H. F. Lee, collector, taxes, 1901, interest 175 60
Total receipts for the year $67,372 88
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EXPENDITURES.
As per Selectmen's Orders, Drawn on Account as Follows : —
Incidental $2,003 86
Highway 2,344 93
Poor 2,551 48
Schools, salaries, fuel and care .... 9,470 35
Schools, supplies ....... 779 25
Schools, transportation ...... 1,523 70
Schools, superintendent 750 00
Schools, repairs ....... 43 08
Schools, incidentals 232 79
Schools, High School special 202 27
Salaries 1,435 00
Electric lights 979 81
Repairs on Town House ...... 200 00
Fire department 677 49
Library 973 85
Library, repairs 100 00
Hydrants 384 00
Lake View Cemetery 50 00
North and Center Cemeteries 50 00
Cemeteries 64 56
Culvert, near Tower Hill 195 00
Memorial Day ........ 29 30
Sinking Fund 1,408 80
State Tax 2,080 08
County Tax 1,960 28
School House Loan 1,100 00
Main Street, Cochituate, highway .... 3,437 00
Main Street, Cochituate, highway, loan . . . 400 00
Temporary Loans 22,500 00
Collection of Taxes 300 00
Interest 3,894 62
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Contingent $2,91614
Water Commissioners' Orders .... 675 85
Total Expenditures for year . . $65,713 49
Feb. 28, 1905 Cash balance on hand . . 1,659 39
SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTS.
February 28, 1905.
$67,372 88
INCIDENTALS.
Appropriation ......
Appropriation for overdraft
Expenditures for year, including overdraft . $2,323 95
(For items, see Selectmen's Report.)
Overdrawn ......
$2,000.00
320 09
3 86
HIGHWAYS.
Balance unexpended last year
Appropriation .
Excise tax
Expenditures for year
Unexpended balance .
$2,323 95 $2,323.95
$76 10
2,000 00
442 43
$2,344 93
173 60
$2,518 53 $2,518 55
SUPPORT OF POOR.
Appropriation ....
Appropriation for overdraft last year
Receipts from Overseers of Poor
Expenditures for year, including overdraft . $2,809 16
Overdrawn .....
$2,000 00
257 68
462 08
89 40
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ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Unexpended balance, last year
Appropriation .
Weston Electric Light Co.
Edison Electric Light Co.
Balance unexpended
$210 57
775 00
$500 00
479 81
5 76
$985 57 $985 57
SCHOOLS, SALARIES, FUEL AND CARE.
Appropriation .
City of Boston .
Chairman District Committee
Transfer from State Fund .
Expenditures for year
Balance unexpended .
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Balance unexpended last year
Appropriation .
L. E. Knott Apparatus Co.
Lothrop Publishing Co.
Transfer from State Fund .
Expenditures for year
Balance unexpended
$8,000 00
45 00
250 00
1,180 00
$9,470 35
4 65
$9,475 00 $9,475 00
$72 74
600 00
28 56
18 72
75 64
$779 25
16 41
$795 66 $795 66
TRANSPORTATION OF SCHOLARS
Unexpended balance of last year
Appropriation ....
One-half Dog Licenses
Expenditures for year .... $1,523 70
Overdrawn ....
$124 10
1,200 00
173 85
25 75
$1,523 70 $1,523 70
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SUPERINTENDENT.
Appropriation $375 00
State Treasurer 375 00
Joseph T. Corlew $750 00
$750 00 $750 00
HIGH SCHOOL (SPECIAL).
State Treasurer $300 00
Expenditures $202 27
Balance unexpended 97 73
$300 00 $300 00
SCHOOL REPAIRS.
Unexpended balance last year . . . $13 28
Appropriation 100 00
Expenditures for year ..... $43 08
Balance unexpended 70 20
$113 28 $113 28
SCHOOL INCIDENTALS.
Unexpended balance last year . . . $98 83
Appropriation 100 00
Transfer from State Fund .... 25 00
Expenditures for year .... $232 79
Overdrawn ...... 8 96
$232 79 $232 79
STATE SCHOOL FUND.
Unexpended balance last year .
State Treasurer .....
Transfer to School Incidental account . $25 00
Transfer to School Salary account . . 1,180 00
Transfer to School Supplies account . 75 64
Balance unexpended 399 53
$526 28
1,153 89
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REPAIRS ON TOWN HOUSE.
Appropriation ...... $200 00
Expenditures $200 00
$200 00 $200 00
FIRE DEPARTMENT ACCOUNT.
Unexpended balance of last year . . $451 39
Appropriation ...... 300 00
Expenditures for year . . . . $677 49
Balance unexpended . . . . 73 90
$751 39 $751 39
WATER COMMISSIONERS.
Received from Commissioners . . . $2,262 69
Transferred to Interest Account . , 480 00
Expenditures for year .... 675 85
Balance unexpended . . . . 1,106 84
$2,262 69 $2,262 69
LIBRARY.
Appropriation . . . . . . . $800 00
One-Half Dog Licenses .... 173 85
Francis Shaw, treasurer .... $973 85
$973 85 $973 85
LIBRARY REPAIRS.
Appropriation $100 00
Francis Shaw, treasurer .... $100 00
HYDRANTS.
Appropriation $384 00
Expended $384 00
$384 00 $384 00
8o
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LAKE VIEW CEMETERY.
Appropriation
R. W. Porter
$50 00
$50 00
$50 00 $50 00
NORTH AND CENTER CEMETERIES.
Appropriation ......
A. S. Morse
CEMETERY.
Unexpended balance of last year
Expenditures for year
$50 00
$50 00
$64 56
$64 56
CULVERT, NEAR TOWER HILL.
Unexpended balance of last year
J. J. Rowan ....
Balance unexpended .
$50 00
$50 00
$64 56
$64 56
$200 00
$195 00
5 00
MEMORIAL DAY
Unexpended balance of last year
Appropriation ....
G. W. Fullick ....
L. K. Lovell ....
Balance unexpended .
SINKING FUND.
Appropriation \
Sinking Fund Commissioners
$200 00 $200 00
$73 00
50 00
$25 20
4 10
93 70
$123 00 $123 00
$1,408 80
$1,408 80
$1,408 80 $1,408 80
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STATE TAX.
State Tax $1,450 00
River Tax 516 43
Highway Tax 113 65
State Treasurer $2,080 08
$2,080 08 $2,080 08
COUNTY TAX.
County Tax $1,960 28
J. 0. Hayden, Treasurer .... $1,960 28
$1,960 28 $1,960 28
SALARIES.
Appropriation for overdraft last year . $22 00
Appropriation ...... 1,300 00
Overdraft $22 00
A. F. Parmenter, Selectman . . . 75 00
A. T. Dean, Selectman .... 50 00
W. S. Lovell, Selectman .... 50 00
Daniel Brackett, Town Clerk . . . 50 00
Charles F. Whittier, Auditor ... 50 00
F. E. Yeager, Treasurer . . . . 200 00
Daniel Brackett, Assessor . . . 120 00
A. A. Carter, Assessor .... 130 50
N. R. Gerald, Assessor . . . . Ill 00
D. W. Ricker, Overseer of Poor . . 50 00
D. P. W. Loker, Overseer of Poor . . 40 00
T. S. Sherman, Overseer of Poor . . 40 00
E. M. Bennett, School Committee . . 60 00
Isaac Damon, School Committee . . 50 00
H. E. Carson, School Committee . . 50 00
Daniel Brackett, Registrar ... 20 00
Frank Haynes, Registrar . . . . 20 00
H. G. Dudley, Moderator . . . 5 00
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Thomas Bryant, Inspector of Animals . $200 00
F. P. Hannon, Election Officer ... 8 00
E. F. Lee, Election Officer ... 8 00
C. S. Williams, Election Officer . . 4 00
J. I. Bryden, Election Officer ... 4 00
H. W. Parmenter, Election Officer . . 4 00
A. A. Lamarine, Election Officer . . 4 00
L. R. Gerald, Election Officer ... 4 00
C. H. Richardson, Election Officer . . 4 00
C. E. Quinn, Election Officer ... 4 00
Bryant Bailey, Election Officer . . 4 00
William Lacoutre, Election Officer . . 4 00
E. F. Lemoine, Election Officer . . 2 50
Dolor Cormier, Election Officer . . 2 50
W. F. Dean, Election Officer ... 2 50
D. D. Griffin, Election Officer ... 4 00
Overdrawn 135 00
$1,457 00 $1,457 00
MAIN STREET, COCHITUATE— HIGHWAY LOAN.
Unexpended balance of last year . . $3,437 00
Andrew Allen $3,350 00
W. W. Wight 87 00
$3,437 00 $3,437 00
HIGHWAY LOAN— NOTE.
Appropriation $400 00
Jose, Parker & Co $400 00
$400 00 $400 00
PARSONS FUND.
Unexpended balance of last year
. $ 10
One year's interest at 5 per cent . . 10 00
Balance unexpended $10 10
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TEMPORARY LOANS.
1904.
Notes outstanding March 1,
1904 $17,500 00
April 5. Natick Five Cents Savings
Bank (1 year) . . . 5,000 00
May 2. Loring, Tolraan & Tupper
(8 months).... 5,000 00
May 2. Jose, Parker & Co. (1 year) . 5,000 00
May 28. Jose, Parker & Co. (9 months) 5,000 00
July 2. Jose, Parker & Co. (1 year) . 5,000 00
May 4. Natick Five Cents Savings Bank $7,500 00
Sept. 3. Sinking Fund Commissioners . 2,500 00
Oct. 10. Natick Five Cents Savings Bank 7,500 00
Jan. 2-27. Jose, Parker & Co. . . . 5,000 00
Feb. 28. Notes outstanding . . . 20,000 00
$42,500 00 $42,500 00
COLLECTION OF TAXES.
Unexpended balance of last year . . $346 00
Appropriation ...... 350 00
F. P. Draper, Collector .... $300 00
Balance unexpended .... 396 00
$696 00 $696 00
TAXES, 1898.
Balance uncollected $474 62
Abatements $94 06
H. F. Lee, collector .... 32 85
Uncollected 347 71
$474 62 $474 62
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TAXES, 1899.
Balance uncollected $759 72
Abatements $114 70
H. F. Lee, collector .... 116 58
Uncollected 528 44
S759 72 $759 72
TAXES, 1900.
. $1,624 81
$636 01
... 988 80
Balance uncollected .
H. F. Lee, collector
Uncollected
Balance uncollected
Abatements
H. F. Lee, collector
Uncollected
TAXES, 1901
$1,624 81 $1,624 81
$3,457 33
$9 30
1,264 46
2,183 57
Balance uncollected .
Abatements
F. P. Draper, collector
Uncollected
TAXES, 1902,
$3,457 33 $3,457 33
$5,474 12
$9 12
3,452 08
2,012 92
Balance uncollected .
Abatements
F. P. Draper, collector
Uncollected
TAXES, 1903.
$5,474 12 $5,474 12
$9,105 24
$78 21
3,563 94
5,463 09
$9,105 24 $9,105 24
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TAXES, 1904.
State tax .
River tax .
Highway tax
County tax
Town tax .
Overlay .
Additional assessments
Abatements
F. P. Draper, Collector
Uncollected
$1,450 00
516 43
113 65
1,960 28
24,673 23
93 52
48 23
$88 60
20,247 29
8,519 45
$28,855 34 $28,855 34
ABATEMENT OF TAXES.
Appropriation ....
Appropriation for overdraft last year
Overdraft
Abatements
Taxes, 1898
Taxes, 1899
Taxes, 1901
Taxes, 1902
Taxes, 1903
Taxes, 1904
Overdrawn
$225 77
94 06
114 70
9 30
9 12
78 21
88 60
$200 00
225 77
193 99
$619 76 $619 76
SCHOOL HOUSE LOAN.
Appropriation .
Puritan Trust Co. $1,100 00
$1,100 00
$1,100 00 $1,100 00
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CONTINGENT FUND.
Unexpended balance of last year
Framingham Board of Health
Two auctioneers' licenses
Four pool room licenses
One slaughterer's license .
Tree warden
Janitor Town House, ran: .
0. P. Lacroix .
Court fines
Interest on bank deposit
Interest on taxes
Overlay on taxes
Additional assessments
State Treasurer, for inspection of animals
L. K. Lovell, scales' receipts
N. R. Gerald, scales' receipts
State Treasurer, corporation and national
bank tax, etc.
Transferred to interest account
Soldiers' relief
State and military aid
Board of Health
Repairs on Town House
Furnace for Town House
Snow bills
Balance unexpended .
INTEREST.
Appropriation for overdraft
Transferred from water com-
missioners' account
Transferred from contingent
fund .....
March 1 . Overdraft of last year
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$3,000 00
346 79
,034 00
47 50
585 12
300 00
602 73
131 53
$419 08
115 51
4 00
8 00
1 00
26 00
97 00
78 00
18 10
47 01
946 96
93 52
48 23
75 00
14 37
9 85
4,046 04
$6,047 67 $6,047 67
$4 89
480 00
3,000 00
$4 89
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March 1. Boston Safe Deposit and Trust
Company (six months on
$42,000.00 bonds at 4 per
cent) $840 00
May 1. Puritan Trust Company (six
months on $2,200.00 school
house notes) . . . 44 00
2. Loring, Tolman & Tupper
(eight months on $5,000.00
note at 3^ per cent) . . 112 50
2. Jose, Parker & Co. (one year
on $5,000.00 note at 3.95) . 197 50
4. Natick Savings Bank (six
months on $7,500.00 note
at 4 per cent) . . . 150 00
25. Jose, Parker & Co. (nine
months, two days on $5,000.00
at 3.70) . . . . 139 77
April 13. Transferred to Parsons' fund
(one year on $200.00 at 5 per
cent) 10 00
June 15. Somerville Savings Bank (six
months on $4,000.00 high-
way loan notes) . . . 80 00
30. Natick Five Cents Savings Bank
(six months on $7,500.00
note at 4 per cent) . . 150 00
July 1 . Abby B. Fairbank (one year on
A. M. Lovejoy fund at 5 per
cent) 10 00
2. Jose, Parker & Co. (one year
on $5,000.00 note at 3.70) . 185 51
2. Dwight B. Heard (6 months on
$1,000.00 bond at 4 per cent) 20 00
Aug. 1. Boston Safe Deposit and Trust
Company (six months on
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$11,000.00 bonds at 4 per
cent) $220 00
Sept. 1. Boston Sate Deposit and Trust
Company (six months on
$42,000.00 bonds at 4 per
cent) 840 00
Oct. 5. Natick Five Cents Savings Bank
(six months on $5,000.00
note at 4 per cent) . . 100 00
10. Natick Five Cents Savings Bank
(three months, ten days on
$7,500.00 note at 4 per cent) 83 34
Nov. 1. Puritan Trust Company (six
months on $2,200.00 school
house notes at 4 per cent) . 44 00
Dec. 15. Somerville Savings Bank (six
months on $4,000.00 high-
way loan notes) . . . 80 00
1905.
Jan. 2. Dwight B. Heard (six months
on $1,000.00 bond at 4 per
cent) 20 00
2. Trustees of Allen fund
($1,000.00 at 6 per cent) . 60 00
2. Trustees of donation fund
($1,300.00 at 6 per cent) . 78 00
2. Trustees of Loker fund
($2,000.00 at 5 per cent) . 100 00
2. Trustees of Childs fund ($100.00
at 6 per cent) ... 6 00
2. Trustees of G. C. Draper fund,
library, ($1,000.00 at 5 per
cent) 50 00
2. Trustees of James and Ella
Draper fund, library,
($1,000.00 at 6 per cent) . 60 00
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Feb. 1. Boston Safe Deposit and Trust
Company (six months on
$11,000.00 bonds at 4 per
cent)
1. Jose, Parker & Co. (twenty-six
days on $5,000.00 at 4 per
cent)
28. Overdrawn ....
$220 00
4 00
$424 62
$3,909 51 $3,909 51
TOWN LIABILITIES.
42 Town bonds, 4 per cent, due March 1, 1919
11 Water bonds, 4 per cent, due August 1, 1913 .
1 Water bond, 4 per cent, due July 1, 1908 .
1 School House loan note, 4 per cent, due Nov. 1,
1905
9 Highway loan notes,. 4 per cent, ^400 each, one
due Dec. 15 each year
$42,000 00
11,000 00
1,000 00
1,100 00
3,600 00
$58,700 00
FUNDS HELD BY THE TOWN
Allen fund, 6 per cent
Allen fund, 6 per cent
Draper Library fund, 6 per cent
Draper Library fund, 6 per cent
Childs fund, 6 per cent
Donation fund, 6 per cent
Parsons fund, 5 per cent
Loker fund, 5 per cent
Grace Campbell Draper fund, 5 per cent
Ann M. Lovejoy fund, 5 per cent
$500 00
500 00
500 00
500 00
100 00
1,300 00
200 00
2,000 00
1,000 00
200 00
$6,800 00
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COPIES OF SECTIONS OF TWO WILLS
In Which the Town of Wayland Is Mentioned as Possible
Beneficiary : —
Extract from Will of Marshall Russell.
" (9) I direct my said Trustees upon the death of Henry Mar-
shall Russell, Edmund Russell, Mary Emma Reeves, Adell V.
Barney, and Alden Hosmer, and the survivor of them, then and
upon that event, to sell all the property then remaining in their
hands as Trustees, and convert the same into cash, and pay over
the same to the Town of Wayland, in the County of Middlesex in
said Commonwealth, upon the condition that said Town of Wayland
will accept the same in trust forever, to use the income only for the
relief and aid of the deserving poor who are residents of said Town
and of the Protestant faith. Said Town shall designate the money
so received, and the same shall be always known, as the ' Russell
Fund.'
It is my will that there shall always be three Trustees during
the continuance of the trust herein set forth until the funds herein
given shall be paid over to the Town of Wayland."
(Chas. H. Stearns, and Albert L. Lincoln, of Brookline, and
Everett H. Barney, of Springfield, Trustees.) ( Full copy of this
Will is on file with Treasurer's records.)
Extract from Will of Abbie M. Heard.
" I further devise and bequeath to Abby M. Farwell, my house
and all my land situated in the Town of Wayland, in the County
of Middlesex, and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, to have and to
hold, and to have the use and improvement thereof, during her life,
provided that she keeps the house in good repair, and does not al-
low it to go to waste."
" To said Town of Wayland I devise and bequeath my house and
land situated in said Wayland, subject to the rights of my niece,
Abby M. Farwell, as above provided, and I hereby direct said
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Town, as soon as a proper discretion allows, after said house and
land shall come into its possession, either by the death of my said
niece, Abby M. Farwell, or for failure to repair, that said house
and land shall be sold, and said Town, and the Treasurer of said
Town, are hereby empowered to give a good and sufficient deed, or
deeds, conveying a title in fee, and the purchaser shall not be re-
sponsible for the application of the purchase money ; and I direct
that a Fund shall be formed out of the proceeds of said sale, which
shall be known as the 'Sarah Webster Heard Fund,' which shall
be used both principal and interest in the discretion of the Trustees
of the Public Library of said Town of Wayland, for the purchase
of books for said Library."
(William H. Brown, Executor.)
FRANK E. YEAGER,
Treasurer.
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TRIAL BALANCE.
Highways ....
Schools, salary, fuel and car
School supplies .
High school—special
School repairs
Schools—State fund .
Electric lights
Fire department
Water commissioners
Culvert, near Tower Hill
Memorial Day .
Parsons fund
Temporary loans
Contingent
Collection of Taxes .
Overdrafts, incidentals
Overdrafts, overseers of poor
Overdrafts, schools, transportation
Overdrafts, schools, incidentals
Overdrafts, salaries
Overdrafts, abatement of taxes
Overdrafts, interest .
Uncollected taxes, 1898
Uncollected taxes, 1899
Uncollected taxes, 1900
Uncollected taxes, 1901
Uncollected taxes, 1902
Uncollected taxes, 1903
Uncollected taxes, 1904
Cash
$3 86
89 40
25 75
8 96
135 00
193 99
424 62
347 71
528 44
988 80
2,183 57
2,012 92
5,463 09
8,519 45
1,659 39
$173 60
4 65
16 41
97 73
70 20
399 53
5 76
73 90
1,106 84
5 00
93 70
10 10
20,000 00
131 53
396 00
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AUDITOR'S REPORT.
Wayland, March 14, 1905.
The accounts of the financial of&cers have been examined and
found correct.
CHARLES F. WHITTIER,
Auditor
»
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Report of School Committee.
REPORT OF SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
To the Citizens of the Town of Wayland : —
We have the honor to report that the schools are in
good condition, and that the teachers are doing their work
in an able and conscientious manner.
A course of study has been adopted in the High Sehool,
and it is intended to introduce a definite course in the
Graded Schools. We think that the introduction of such
a course will improve their standing and efficiency.
The last school year opened with but two changes in the
force of teachers. Miss Mary A. Mulliken succeeded
Miss Celina H. Lewis as teacher of the eighth and ninth
grades at Wayland Centre, and Miss Agnes E. Boland
succeeded Miss Ellen H. Bartlett as Supervisor of Music
in the schools. Later in the year, we unfortunately lost
the services of two teachers. Miss Damon resigned on
account of sickness in her home, and Miss Cook resigned
to accept a more lucrative position elsewhere.
The special teachers in stenography^ typewriting, draw-
ing and music have contributed their full share towards the
efficiency of these branches of study.
We are pleased to notice the interest taken in school
athletics, as we recognize the necessity of physical as well
as intellectual development. We wish to thank Mr. Van
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Namen and the other townsmen who have so liberally
helped the school teams.
We wish to express our appreciation of the assistance of
Mr. Francis Shaw in making the repairs on the building
in Wayland Centre, and of his continued interest in our
schools. We wish also to thank Miss L. Anna Dudley
for her generous gift of pictures.
We take this occasion to thank Mr. Joseph T. Corlew
for his zealous and untiring assistance in superintending
the schools, and in promoting their interests and welfare.
We wish to lay emphasis on the fact that the co-opera-
tion of the parents with the teachers, superintendent and
committee is necessary in order to maintain a high standard
in our schools.
We especially desire to call to your attention the condi-
tion of the schoolhouse in Cochituate Village, and we
earnestly recommend the immediate erection of a new
building.
A more detailed statement in regard to the schools will
be found in Mr. Corlew's report.
ISAAC DAMON,
HARRY E. CARSON,
EDWARD M. BENNETT.
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF
SCHOOLS.
To THE School Committee of Wayland :
Gentlemen :— I have the honor to present my first annual
report.
HIGH SCHOOL.
The High School began the Fall Term with the largest number
in its history, viz. : seventy-four. One has entered since, making
the total enrollment seventy-five. The attendance, although pretty
good, is not what it ought to be. The teachers should not be
held responsible for the progress of pupils who are irregular in
attendance. At the beginning of the Spring Term, 1904, two
teachers were elected to take the places made vacant by the resig-
nations of Miss Franklin and Miss Keith. Miss Bertha G. Perkins,
who has had charge of the English Department since that time, has
done thorough and effective work, and there exists between teacher
and pupils the most cordial relations. Miss Clara H. Williams, in
the Science Department, has done thorough and conscientious work.
Her motive has been not only to broaden the pupils' view, but also
to have them work out for themselves the problems presented and
draw their own conclusions. This department is, by the addition
of much needed material and apparatus, very well equipped.
GRADES.
At the commencement of the Spring Term Miss Anna K. Sheri-
den took charge of the first grade in the Cochituate Grammar
School. She has done excellent work, not only in her class work,
but also exerting a strong, wholesome influence on the pupils.
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Otherwise the present corps of teachers has been unbroken for
almost two years.
In Wayland we have not been so fortunate, as three teachers
have resigned since schools closed last June.
Miss Celina H. Lewis left to go to Waltham. Miss Lewis did
excellent work in the eighth and ninth grades.
Miss Olive L. Cook, who taught the first and second grades for
over two years, went to Beverly in November. She possessed rare
qualities and was peculiarly adapted for the work in these grades.
In January, Miss Emily F. Damon, who had been a teacher at
Wayland Centre for eight years, was obliged to resign. It was a
distinct loss to our schools, for Miss Damon's work as a class
teacher and disciplinarian was of the highest order.
The resignations of these teachers were accepted with regret by
the committee.
Miss Mary A. MuUiken, in the eighth and ninth grades. Miss
Frances S. Whiting, in the first and second grades, and Mrs.
Wilcox, who has charge of Miss Damon's room, are doing exceed-
ingly good work.
MUSIC AND DRAWING.
Miss Ellen H. Bartlett, who had for six years been Supervisor
of Music, resigned to take charge of the music in Needham. Miss
Agnes E. Boland was elected as her successor, and began her
work in September last.
Miss Boland is a thoroughly qualified and enthusiastic super-
visor and teacher. Since assuming her duties she has introduced
needed changes, raised the standard, and infused new life into the
work.
Miss Mary J. Stickney, Supervisor of Drawing for nearly three
years, is still in charge of this very important branch. She is an
artist, and like all true artists, she enthuses both teachers and
pupils with a liking for her subject.
It can be said that our schools are progressing, that the work is
better than last year, that our teachers are competent and en-
thusiastic, and are putting their best endeavors into their school
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work. Under these conditions, the schools cannot fail to grow in
usefulness.
I wish to thank the people, the committee and the teachers for
the hearty support they have given me in every effort to better the
schools.
Respectfully submitted,
JOSEPH T. CORLEW,
Superintendent.
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REPORT OF THE SUPERVISOR OP MUSIC.
To THE Superintendent:
I herewith submit my first report of the music in the public
schools of Wayland.
A plan of work has been placed in the hands of the teachers
each month. A great deal of drill work has been given in each
grade, and a marked improvement is shown.
Much stress has been laid on individual work and a plan of this
work is given to the teachers. Each pupil is expected to sing the
exercise given him without any assistance. He is also expected
to know all about the technical part of the exercise. Music is a
study in which a child can easily throw the burden of the work on
those who like it best. The good effect of this individual work is
noticed in the class work. It also is a great aid in the training of
attention and the power of application.
A feature of the sixth grade is the scale work. Each pupil can
write the signatures of all major scales and build them from the
stencil of the piano key-board. The seventh grade take one step
farther. They find the relative minor scales from the major and
can build all major and minor scales.
There is a great deal of talent in the High School, and we hope
to present some very fine chorus work before the end of the year.
I wish to thank the committee and superintendent for their
hearty support, and the teachers for their efficient work.
AGNES E. BOLAND,
Supervisor.
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REPORT OF THE SUPERVISOR OF
DRAWING.
Mr. Joseph T. Corlew, Superintendent of Schools
:
My Dear Sir :—The plan of the work in drawing in the Way-
land schools thus far has been similar to that of last year. Having
had the schools the year previous, more can be accomplished in
the different phases of training this present year, as a definite idea
is known of what can be done by each class.
It is my aim to consider more thoroughly this spring, the subject
of design. It is here that a child has an opportunity to make a
practical application of what has been studied. It is very gratify-
ing indeed to have boys and girls able to produce truthful repre-
sentations in drawing and painting, but if by doing these things a
child's taste is not refined, the subject that is called drawing in
the schools may as well be omitted entirely. Blashfield, in his
'^Italian Cities" says: **Art did not mean the production of
pictures and statues only ; it meant a practical application of the
knowledge of the beautiful to the needs of daily life." It is to
**the needs of daily life" that this art training is applied.
Given a few good principles, that he knows to be true, a pupil
learns that there is a * 'right and wrong" in all design, and as
Ruskin says, "finds out the right," and we trust likes that, he
learns the one great principle that governs all design— use, that
every article from a kitchen utensil to a cathedral has its mission.
In designing and constructing simple ideas, this truth of ** fitness
to purpose " is more fully impressed on his mind.
In making a design for a sofa pillow top, the first thing consid-
ered is the use of the object. This will limit the material, the size
and color, and most important, the design.
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These are simple little truths, which if considered more in the
construction of things, would give fewer inconsistencies in our daily-
life. There is one other motive in giving this work in design, it
encourages the individual worker to create things for himself— to
apply his designs to material. Thus, besides being a means in
developing taste, it encourages hand labor.
As there is to be an exhibition in June of work done in the
schools, no drawings have been selected to be reproduced for this
report. The drawings exhibited will be selected from the different
phases of work done during the entire school year, each child
being represented,
I wish to extend my thanks to the superintendent and the com-
mittee for their support in my work, and to express my apprecia-
tion to the teachers for their efforts.
Respectfully submitted,
MARY J. STICKNEY.
February 1, 1905
lO
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School Calendar, 1905-1906.
SCHOOL CALENDAE, 1905-1906.
HIGH SCHOOL.
Fall term begins Tuesday, September 5, 1905. 15 weeks.
Fall term ends Friday, December 15, 1905.
Vacation.
Winter term begins Monday, January 1, 1906. 12 weeks.
Winter term ends Friday, March 23, 1906.
Vacation.
Spring term begins Monday, April 2, 1906. 13 weeks.
Spring term ends Friday, June 29, 1906.
PRIMARY AND GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.
Fall term begins Monday, September 11, 1905. 14 weeks.
Fall term ends Friday, December 15, 1905.
Vacation.
Winter term begins Monday, January 1, 1906. 12 weeks.
Winter term ends Friday, March 23, 1906.
Vacation.
Spring term begins Monday, April 2, 1906. 11 weeks.
Spring term ends Friday, June 15, 1906.
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Holidays occur every Saturday; Labor Day; from noon of
Wednesday preceding Thanksgiving until the following Monday,
Washington's Birthday ; Patriots' Day, and Memorial Day.
SCHOOL HOURS.
Wayland : 8.45 a. m. to 2.20 p. m. One-half hour intermis-
sion for lunch. High School, 8.45 A. M. to 1.20 P. M. ; 10 min-
utes intermission for lunch.
COCHITUATE : 9 A. M. tO 11.30 A. M. ; 1 P. M. to 3.45 P. M.
LOKERVILLE: 9 A. M. to 11.30 A. M. ; 1 P. M. tO 3.45 P. M.
Winter term, 9 A. M. to 2.30 P. M. One-half hour intermission
for lunch.
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GENERAL SUMMARY.
Population of town ....... 2,303
Valuation of school-houses and lots .... $31,000.00
Number of schools ....... 13
Length of school year in weeks for primary and gram-
mar departments 37
Length of school year in weeks for high school
department ....... 40
Number of regular teachers 15
Number of teachers employed during the year . . 19
Number of special teachers ..... 2
Number of special teachers employed during the year, 2
Number of children in town between 5 and 15 years
of age, according to school census of September,
1904 315
Number of children in town between 7 and 14 years
of age, according to school census of September,
1904 .244
Number of different pupils of all ages enrolled in all
the schools during the year .... 403
Number of different pupils in all the schools under 5
years of age ....... 3
Number of different pupils enrolled in all the schools
between 5 and 15 years of age .... 338
Number of different pupils enrolled in all the schools
between 7 and 14 years of age .... 240
Number of different pupils enrolled in all the schools
over 15 years of age 70
Total average membership for the year . . . 366.48
Total average attendance for the year . . . 344.51
Per cent of attendance ...... 94.005
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Roll of Honor.
ROLL OF HONOR.
WAYLAND SCHOOL.
Neither Absent nor Tardy for Entire Year.
Amanda Baldwin
For Two Terms.
Grace Bemis
Francis Cooper
Annie Dorsheimer
George Fowler
Ethel Nash
Mary Noel
Jeremiah O'Brien
Philip O'Brien
Alice Russell
Louis Russell
Ruby Allen
David Baldwin
Llewellyn Banks
Viola Banks
Ronald Campbell
Pearl Chaffee
Reginald Chaffee
Edward Chandler
Edward Cooper
Edwin Damon
George Dickey
Mildred Dunn
Gladys Draper
Mary Eagan
For One Term.
Warren Marston
Charles Matthews
Mabel Morton
James O'Brien
Hilda Reeves
Edna Richardson
Julia Richardson
Spencer Richardson
Waldo Russell
Lina Sauer
Mabel Small
Gertrude Smith
Francis Stearns
Emeline Stearns
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Margaret Foley
Mary Foley
Nealie Foley
Laura Harrington
Leonard Hynes
Frank McKenna
Robert Stearns
Alfred Videon
Margaret Ward
Jennie Wright
Sidney Young
COCHITUATE SCHOOL.
Neither Absent nor Tardy for Entire Year.
Dora Coakley
Arthur Davieau
Clarence Dean
Arthur Marston
Lena McNeil
Roger Butler
Bertha Chandler
Dona Chenette
Ruth Damon
Addie Demers
Anna Ford
Edward Gazette
Sumner Johnston
Agnes Noel
Janie Noel
Arthur Peck
Ethel Post
For Two Terms.
Ernestine Levitre
Mary Lyons
Hazel Magorty
Joseph Marchand
Eleanor Marston
Jennie Morse
Helen Sheehan
Mary Sheehan
Annie Atwell
Ina Atwell
Earl Barry
Elvira Brown
Victoria Brown
Lillian Celorier
Gertrude Chandler
Alfred Chenette
Joseph Chenette
For One Term.
Albert Gazette
Leon Gladu
Marguerite Gorman
Wilbur Gorman
Raymond Griffin
Lena Heffernan
Charles Lemoine
Oriana Levitre
Harold Loker
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Cyril Corey-
Leon Cormier
Ernest Damon
Rachel Damon
Romao Davieau
Francis Davitt
Carrie Dorsheimer
Arthur Dudley-
Carl Dunham
Leonard Dunham
Harold Dupree
Mona Fortin
Lena Loker
Thomas Magorty
Arthur Maud
Charles McNeil
Edith Miller
Maude Mitchell
Oliver Paul
Malvina Perodeau
William Ryan
Abbie Shea
Myrtle Willis
LOKERVILLE SCHOOL.
Neither Absent nor Tardy for Entire Year.
Lucy Gladu Bertha Post
Helen Damon
Frank Sheehan
Laura Bowles
George Celorier
Cecilia Charbonneau
Pauline Corman
Henry Jessup
Lillian La France
^OR Two Terms.
Alfred Davieau
For One Term.
Lea Meader
Frank Newton
Edward Shea
William Sullivan
Mary Sullivan
Norman Tyrell
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
Fiscal Year, March i, 1904, to March i, 1905.
The following named amounts were approved for payment to the
persons, firms and corporations against whose names they are sev-
erally set, from the several School accounts as indicated, viz. : —
WAGES, FUEL AND CARE ACCOUNT.
WAGES
Willard L. Hyatt
Effie A. Keith .
Charlotte G. Franklin
Olive L. Cook .
Emily F. Damon
Martha L. Stanwood
Celina H. Lewis
William A. Reed
Mary A. Mahoney
Persis H. Maxson
Helen L. McGann
Agnes Steward .
Marie L. Leach
Anna K. Sheriden
Mary D. FuUick
Grace C. Loker
George Benedict
Mary J. Stickney
Agnes E. Boland
Frances S. Whiting
$1,071 00
46 00
48 00
231 00
304 50
340 00
147 00
852 87
360 00
385 70
353 15
40 00
385 70
315 00
394 80
386 40
126 64
180 00
90 00
130 20
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Elizabeth A. Dugdale
.
$31 50
Mrs. Minna Nelson ..... 9 00
Mary A. Mulliken 234 00
Ellen H. Bartlett 60 00
Clara H. Williams 424 80
Bertha G. Perkins 424 80
Etta M. Wilcox 88 20
Myrtis Benedict 30 00
Olive P. Ladd 32 55
Mrs. Fred M. Draper .... 10 00
Faith Hadley 10 00
Miss Fay 6 30
FUEL.
Isaac Damon ...... 16 00
A. E. Adams 482 28
Robinson & Jones 396 17
J. M. & H. D. Parmenter .... 53 19
CARE OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS.
Grace C. Loker 73 60
J. Charles Vincent 400 00
John F. Burke 500 00
$9,470 35
SUPPLIES ACCOUNT.
D. C. Heath & Co $66 70
American Book Co. . . . . 81 46
Houghton, Mifflin & Co 42 67
George B. Frazar 2 90
Thompson, Brown & Co. .... 3 40
Edward E. Babb & Co 114 81
J. L. Hammett Co 13 33
Ginn & Co 44 43
Kenney Bros. & Wolkins . . . . 119 91
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Silver, Burdett & Co $29 83
Wadsworth, Howland & Co. . . . 100 68
C. W. Thompson & Co .19
Joseph Break & Sons .... 2 50
L. E. Knott Apparatus Co. ... 41 73
Mitchell Manufacturing Co. ... 1 35
W. P. B. Brooks & Co 3 00
Bufford's Sons Engraving Co. . . . 25 00
Allyn & Bacon 41 31
Oliver Ditson Co 6 16
Maynard, Merrill & Co 7 20
The Beale Press 3 60
Newson & Co . 5 25
Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Co. . . . 20 34
A. R. Andrews . . . . . . 1 50
$779 25
TRANSPORTATION OF SCHOLARS ACCOUNT.
William Wheeler $551 10
Matthew Tetaple 336 60
E. J. Gazzard 110 00
Natick & Cochituate Street Railway Co. . 524 50
J. N. Banks 1 50
$1,523 70
HIGH SCHOOL ACCOUNT.
Burditt & Williams Co $1 86
Wadsworth, Howland & Co. . . . 20 14
Remington Typewriter Co. . • . 50 00
Milton Bradley Co 88
Edward E. Babb & Co 11 46
Edward M. Bennett .... 1 00
D. C. Heath & Co 17 20
T. H. Castor & Co 72
L. E. Knott Apparatus Co. ... 32 20
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American Book Co. .
Houghton, Mifflin & Co.
Silver, Burdett & Co.
D. Appleton & Co.
Ginn & Co.
Allyn & Bacon
Arthur W. Hall Scientific Co.
5 00
7 70
12 50
18 17
14 84
2 25
6 35
$202 27
REPAIR OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS ACCOUNT.
T. Weld Frost
Fiske & Co.
E. W. Small .
Union Lumber Co. .
Walworth Manufacturing Co.
H. G. Dudley .
$20 80
3 45
6 60
6 04
2 32
3 87
$43 08
INCIDENTALS ACCOUNT.
Joseph T. Corlew
George B. Howe
American Express Co
Cooper & Bailey
H. C. Kendall .
William H. Colby
John F. Burke .
F. A. Fernekees, The
George W. Fullick
J. H. Lee
Quincy E. Brewster
Alfred S. Roe .
Peter L. Zimmermann
C. S. Williams & Co.
L. K. Lovell .
Nelson Matthieu
Ribbon Store
$8 10
2 69
15 50
1 00
7 50
65
1 24
4 50
5 00
22 36
63 38
10 80
20 00
7 47
3 68
5 06
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J. Charles Vincent
Atlantic Tea Co.
W. C. Neal
J. W. E. Murdock .
Walworth Manufacturing Co.
Fiske & Co. .
Edward E. Babb & Co.
Edward M. Bennett .
Alfred B. Underwood
W. F. Garfield
Robinson & Jones
$20 00
1 20
14 90
3 00
80
5 30
1 85
2 OS
2 00
1 00
1 76
$232 79
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